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THE

THOUGHT OF THE MONTH
NEUTRALITY

E HEAR so much
these days regard
ing neutrality and
thp th e o r e tic a l
neu tral attitudes
that certain coun
tries and groups
of people should
take in regard to
national and inter
national m atters.
The most common
use of the word is
in connection with
our own American relationship to inter
national problems that are involving
many countries in war.
Some statesmen argue that each na
tion of the Western World, particu
larly the United States of America,
should remain absolutely neutral in all
of its actions and all of its thinking, and
particularly all of its diplomatic corres
pondence and statements, and that such
neutrality or neutral attitude actually
bordering on complete indifference as to
what is going on in the rest of the world
will keep us out of any conflict and par
ticularly out of the anticipated great
wars of Europe. Other statesmen argue
that we cannot remain neutral because
we are one of the largest nations in the
world, one of the most powerful, and
one of the best customers and best
friends of many of the countries in
The
Europe that will become involved in the
D ■
• next war. Such statesmen arque that
K ostcructan .
. .
,
^ ,
j
j othe attitude of neutrality and inditrer
Digest
ence is diametrically opposed to the at
May
titude of a spirit of human brotherhood
and that by trying to be neutral we will
1938

deliberately violate many of our moral
and other obligations to the countries of
Europe and thereby force ourselves into
an antagonistic position.
T o the mystic, both of these argu
ments seem strange indeed. In the first
place, a neutral attitude need not be an
attitude of indifference. I feel sure that
the average American citizen feels quite
convinced that we should have no part
in another world war and that we
should, as a nation of people, take no
part in any of the diplomatic juggling
that has been going on for many years,
and which has reached a serious crisis
in Europe. I think also that the average
citizen feels that we should not encour
age war by admiring it, by lending any
assistance, either financially or other
wise. and that we should simply keep
our fingers as well as our minds out of
the meddling and controversies that are
taking place in Europe. But I do not
think that any American citizen wants
to assume an attitude of complete indif
ference in regard to what is going on in
Europe at the present time or what may
take place in the near future.
Those statesmen who say that we
cannot remain neutral and indifferent
because we are our brothers’ keepers
interpret that ancient principle in an ex
tremely limited sense. While it is true
that each and every one of us has an
obligation to give consideration to and
thought about our brother, here, there,
and everywhere, and that we should do
our utmost to help him as well as help
ourselves, we cannot strain that prin
ciple to mean that we should take arms
and fight his battles when he becomes
One hundred tu'enttj-lour

involved in conflicts and controversies
that are unnecessary and deliberately
destructive.
In other words, we do want to help
our brothers and render them every
possible assistance, when we find that
our brothers are just as anxious to help
themselves and to avoid controversies,
to avoid conflicts, to avoid bloodshed,
to avoid suffering. Our hearts do bleed
for the innocent victims of wars. W e
are not indifferent as an American na
tion to the suffering of the noncom
batant and innocent citizens of Spain,
China, Japan or other parts of the
world. W e are not indifferent in regard
to the destruction of art and architec
ture, the loss of libraries, the ruination
of cities, towns, crops, farms, and
shrines that have been created and
erected by man throughout the past
ages. W e are not indifferent to the tur
moil, the unrest, the fear and the sorrow
of millions of human beings who should
have every opportunity to live a peace
ful and happy life. But we cannot at
tempt to be protectors and helpers of
those “brothers” who deliberately con
ceive and plan and do their utmost to
carry out their campaigns of attack, of
combat, of destruction and of pain.
It is not right, of course, for one man
to sit in judgment upon another, or for
one nation to attempt to judge another
nation in its national, political, social or
other affairs. But the world is too old
and the human race is too old, and we
have had too many bitter examples in
the past, for humankind not to realize
that certain actions, certain campaigns
of criticism, bitterness and challenge
lead definitely and positively to war
and bloodshed.
If there were some way in which we,
as a neutral nation, could help those in
nocent "brothers” who have been vic
tims of unexpected and drastic actions
upon noncombatant civilians, I am sure
that we would all be as willing to ren
der this help as we have been ready and
willing to render assistance to the vic
tims of earthquakes, floods and epi
demics. But this is not the kind of as
sistance that the great warriors of
foreign nations expect from us. They
want us to enter the war activities by
sending armed men, armed forces, and
ammunition into foreign lands or into
One hundred twenty-five

the conflict, and to participate in the
battle on one side or the other. They
claim that we should properly see some
side of the argument and sympathize
with that side and aid that side to win a
victory in war. But of course, every
real mystic, and happily, every real
American citizen, has learned by this
time that no one wins in war, and that
there is no such thing as a victory in
war. The country that claims it has won
is as great a loser in the loss of life, in
bloodshed, in the destruction of proper
ty, in the economic cost, in the disturb
ance of peace and harmony and the
tranquil routine of life as any other
nation.
W e can remain neutral, but not in
different. And it is not a selfish motive
that cries aloud in our hearts and says,
“W e shall not sacrifice our men; we
shall not sacrifice our happiness, or our
possessions and our peace!” In fact,
from the Cosmic, the mystical and
philosophical point of view, we, as an
American nation, can render more help
to the innocent victims of war by re
maining not only neutral but non
partisan in all of the conflicts and main
taining a balance of harmony here in
our own country, of peace, economic
stability, progress and industry, so that
when the great conflict is over, we, at
least, of all the nations in the world,
will be on a firm foundation and in a
sound condition to attempt to alleviate
some of the suffering in other parts of
the world.
As Americans, or as citizens of the
Western W orld, we should not only
hate war, but despise it and refuse to
recognize that it is ever justified or that
anyone can ever be victorious in any
degree of participation in it. W e should
not attempt to assist one side or the
other, one country or the other, to try in
vain to be an impotent victor in any
battle. W e should set an example to
the rest of the world, showing that real
growth, progress and power comes not
from the conquering of nations, the
conquest of land, the victory over
armies, but through the maintenance of
peace and harmony, tranquillity and
saneness.
Every great war since civilization
began ended in loss to all concerned.
The fact that the loss was greater to

principle of evolution to modify its
place in life and will refrain from revo
lutionary campaigns of a militaristic na
ture will become the most successful
and powerful nation in the world be
cause of the peace and happiness that it
will possess.
By all means, let us remain neutral in
regard to war activities in foreign
lands, and let us maintain peace in our
own land in regard to problems, either
economic, political, social or otherwise.

one side or the other is insufficient to
warrant the belief that one side can be
victorious. W e should know by now
that nothing is really gained by war.
There is an old slogan that I found
among some Rosicrucian manuscripts
years ago which reads, "That which is
changed by revolution never remains
permanent, but that which is changed
by evolution continues to progress
throughout eternity." That country or
that nation of people which will use the
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A Shaft Upon the Mountain
By F rater F red C. Bond, F. R. C.
R U T H is like a
great shaft rising
from the mists of
a mountain peak,
an d b e a rin g a
Light. Those who
dwell on the plain
c a n c a t c h th e
sheen of its snowy
sp len d or as the
clouds shift and
sway, but no man
has ever beheld it
whole. Some have
journeyed up the mountain to its base,
and have known it better, then returned
and told their fellows where to look,
and from what point on the plain; but
few cared to see, and few raised their
eyes except when needing justification.
Then they called it good or evil, great
or small, according to where they dwelt,
and ever after remembered this sight as
Authority.
These stored up glimpses were com
piled and became the Law, by which
men lived; for it was easier to cite than
to raise the eyes upward to the silent
majesty.
The
Few knew that every shadow or ray
Rosicrucian
of light which fell across their paths had
Digest
its source in the shaft, and that every
May
thought which reached their minds was
reflected from there.
1938

As generation followed generation
the Great Light became a legend, and
the Law the reality. The mists about
the shaft deepened when men said that
it could not be seen. The Law was in
creased by speculation and by expedi
ency, and the rule was that of Author
ity. Those who sought the Light rather
than the Law were jeered at and pun
ished by their fellows, for it was held
impossible that men should see the
Light since ancient times.
Wondrous devices for work and for
study were made from the imagination
of men and the things on the plain, but
with each new discovery the shaft
seemed to draw farther away, and the
mists to be more confusing. Imagination
could reach toward the Light, but
things could not; so most of the devices
were turned downward to work on
other things, and imagination followed
them.
W ars and conflicts came increasing
ly, and men suffered sore. They search
ed the Law again and again, but found
not there the answer they sought. And
the suffering increased in the grip of
selfishness.
So continues the shaft above and
men below; and they that search for the
Light are few.
One hundred twenty-six

Inception and Evolution of Thought
A DISSERTATION ON THE ORIGIN, NATURE, DEVELOPMENT
AND PROCESS OF THOUGHT
By F rater W

alter

I.
Origin an d N ature
H O U G H T , I be
lieve we generally
co n ced e to be a
direct sequence of
consciousness; and
yet in the raw, or
fundamental state
of consciousness
no obvious tra c e
of Thought is vis
ible. When, then,
does Thought be
gin to m an ifest?
And how can it
begin to manifest at all as a conscious
sequence if it is not already inherent in
the co n scio u sn ess? I contend that
Thought, Emotion, and Consciousness
are identical in essence, varying only in
evolutionary aspects: that consciousness
is the S T A T E , and that Thought and
Emotion form its dual basis of M A N I
FE S T A T IO N : Emotion providing the
m otive pow er, and Thought serving as
the storage reservoir of accumulated
energy upon which Emotion draws.
Referring to the fundamental law of
energy, we find its motif to rest in some
ph ase of comparison; that is, it seeks
resolution in certain comparisons to, or
contrasts between, given phases of ac
tivity. Phenomena thus are the result
One hundred twenty-seven
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of the relation between two things,
which result we speak of as evolution
ary — incessantly becoming more com
plex and more refined, through the re
actions of its incessant dual activity.
W e admit, of course, that the basis of
manifestation may be divided into two
general classifications, the material and
the conscious. The underlying charac
teristic of m aterial manifestation is
motion —we may state it concisely thus,
that "M atter manifests as such in in
finitesimal shades and degrees of mo
tion.” The underlying characteristic of
conscious manifestation is em otion —and
this we may also state concisely as,
"Consciousness manifests as such in in
finitesimal shades and degrees of emo
tion.” Hence the p ro p o sitio n , that
"Emotion is the conscious energy of
animate life.”
The activity (or affinity) of certain
chemicals, under certain conditions, re
sults in various forms of atomic organi
zation; these remain purely chemical,
and inorganic, however, until the germ
of life contributes the infinitesimal but
vital impetus, and plasmic manifesta
tion becomes possible. The chemical
organization has reached the highest
possible manifestation, and conscious
evolution has not yet begun; only by
the fusion of the two is further evolu
tion possible since conscious energy
cannot manifest except through a suit
able medium. A spontaneous incorpora-

tion of the two energies harmonize and phases, each adding new complexities
complement each other, as in proto and new m a n ife sta tio n s of energy
plasmic life; a process of metabolism through its p ro ce ss e s of evolution.
which is no less than a system of These evolving energies are said to be
direction of chemical processes into still instinctive; and upon these bases are
higher and more complex atomic or eventually developed all ensuing mani
ganization, manifesting as an organic festations of consciousness, evolving
body. As the conscious energy cannot through the action and interaction of
manifest until there is something to be each and all upon the other, sensitive to
conscious of, cannot direct until there both external and internal stimuli.
is something to direct, it obviously must
The instincts are the rudimentary
affiliate with an atomic organization ideals of nascent co n scio u sn e ss. As
capable of a plasmic resolution. So all manifestation becomes more complex
phenomena is a hiatus; temporary, im realization of the ideal becomes more
bued with immanent potentiality, rather difficult and m ore h a z a rd o u s; and
than a static fulfillment; and the resolu through the effort to meet this physical
tion of any hiatus contributes to still opposition protective energies are built
another, more complex and evolved. up which favor the realization of the
Consciousness thus first manifests in immediate ideal, a new impetus which
response to a chemical hiatus, a state of seeks either to evade the resistance, or
hunger within the body of its vehicle, a leaps boldly in defense of the ideals.
cessation of atomic activity, or metab This new impetus, said to be emotional,
olism, from lack of fuel; and the de is a highly evolved phase of instinctive
mand is met in the rudiments of volun energy, of two general polarities, and
tary activity seen in plasmic movement may be referred to the original energies
as in the ameba. The resolution of the of preservation and p erp etu atio n in
hunger hiatus however creates a surplus order of their respective tendency; and
energy within the body which must also the two tendencies induce variations on
find an outlet, and this surplus, being the theme of each, in the shape of emo
the very opposite of the selfish energy, tional phases, or aspects. These emo
hunger, finds natural expression in dif tions, the impetus or motive power of
fusion, outward toward extraneous be consciousness, are states of stress in
ing, rather than concentration inwardly duced by instinctive perception of the
upon itself. This rudimentary bene desirability of the ideal and the difficul
ficence is known as segmentation; and ty of its achievement.
these two opposite phases of funda
Fear, most negative of the emotions,
mental conscious energy form the pat
is
an evasive impetus born of the reali
tern upon which all subsequent energies
are evolved. Thus hunger and satiety zation that one or both of its funda
furnish the cycle of voluntary compara mental ideals are threatened; but spring
tive experience, the chemical resolution ing in direct contrast evolves the ele
contributing a new impetus that de ment of combative courage, attended by
mands expression on the conscious a mongrel brood of defensive impulses,
anger, hate, jealousy, cupidity, and the
plane.
like. Love, the divine emotion, evolves
The basic conscious energy is thus through the activity of the fundamental
expressed in two diversified tendencies ly altruistic instinct of perpetuation, first
■
— that of preservation, manifesting in in segmentation, then in propagation,
metabolism, and that of perpetuation, through parental solicitude, pity, sym
manifesting in segmentation, the first es pathy, sorrow, shame, etc.
sentially selfish, the second essentially
All emotion is thus evolved through
altruistic. The process of metabolism these dominant phases of Fear and
_ f
however is not entirely chemical, any Love. Noting that all emotions have
“ .
.
more than the process of mitosis is en- their negative and positive phases, there
K ostcructan tirely conscious; both are a fusion of the can be no hard and fast rule of distinc
D ig est
two energies, each with its dominant tion between them, except as they con
M ay
polarity. Both energies continue to trast to one another. Emotion rises
1938
manifest, gradually evolving to higher ever in defense of some dominant phase
One hundred twenty-eight

of the ideal, it may be positive or other they are antithetic in another. Emotion
wise. All emotion is interrelated, and is active — Thought passive; Emotion
evolves from the lesser to the higher, hinges upon the instincts, the involun
and still higher phases, widening into tary manifestations of consciousness,
numerous classifications and differentia while Thought is the manifestation of
tions of conscious manifestation; and the reasonable, or voluntary conscious
owing to the permeation of all phases ness.
of such manifestation by the funda
Since the energies of manifestation
mental energy of consciousness, no are never lost, but merely transmuted
where can we draw arbitrary lines of into another form, the result of this in
distinction between two phases without teraction of E m o tio n -T h o u g h t and
impinging on both of them. Although Thought-Emotion is the resolution of
emotion in origin is essentially instinc experience through the co m p a ra tiv e
tive and subjective, it evolves with the faculty into thought-elem ents, the basis
evolution of the objective faculty, and of Thought — which are registered in
is, in the truly evolved state, under the the subjective memory, an accumulation
direct supervision of its will. However, of more or less approximate realizations
before considering the evolved stage of of experience which form the compari
manifestation, we must return to the son-basis that we call knowledge; con
comparison-basis of its original impetus. stantly enlarging and extending and
This comparison-basis of the field of modifying through the comparative pro
experience consists in the constant com cess. Emotion, thus, is the medium of
parison and contrast of dual phases of experiences; thought, the classification
manifestation, of fulfillment and unful of experience. It follows of course that
fillment, of hunger and satiety, of Emotion inevitably influences and colors
pleasure and pain, of anxiety and calm, the thought-element—at least temporar
peace and anguish, a multitude of sen ily. The thought-element must remain
sations, a variety of sights, sounds, such until its resolution, or modification
smell and tastes. Gradually the evol and incorporation with other thoughtving individual is brought from the elements into a concept or an ideal
purely elemental comparison-basis of in through the re a so n in g , comparative
stinct to the more actively objective faculty of intellect.
basis of primitive curiosity, investiga
II.
tion, and experiment, through the com
parison of that which is new and inter
D evelopm ent an d P rocess
esting to that which is already experi
enced and known.
Reason is the highly evolved faculty
The entity of Thought is an energy- of comparison, or classification. It is a
sequence of this comparison-basis of ex selective process of comparison of the
perience; for Thought is not only in pertinent thought-elements available, to
du ced by emotion, and its striking com the proposition, or focal thought-element
parison values, but is, crystalized em o upon which attention is concentrated—a
tion, a higher, transmuted form of emo process which can result only through
tion — as we might say a sort of pre eons of crystalized experience. Reason
served emotion, ready for instant use. cannot manifest beyond a primitive,
Consider the fact that when Thought is relatively instinctive and involuntary
released it instantly becomes of emo sense, until a wide comparison-basis of
tional nature, seeking instant resolution, thought-elements is registered in the
or emotional issue, through direct ac memory; and neither does the reasoning
tion or in swift imaginative climax'— faculty become evident until this com
potentially both. Thus is Thought ever parison-basis is brought into activity.
transmuted back into emotional form. Activity of the process further develops
This constant transmutation finds final the faculty in crystalizing new thoughtresolution in our ideals, through the elements, by awakening old ones, stimu
comparative faculty of consciousness, lating their comparison to the new ones,
and the creative power of imagination. thus fostering the development of ideas
Thus we may say that while Thought and ideals. The emotional impetus re
and Emotion are identical in one sense, leased by the comparison of similar
One hundred twenty-nine

ideas, or the contrast of dissimilar ones,
leads on into the maze of imagination,
creative and analytical—or perhaps into
the imaginative cul d e sac, an imagina
tive expression of vagrant energy, an
uncontrolled "stream of consciousness,”
leading in association of idea to unpro
ductive sequences from one more or less
irrelevant idea to others. The irresist
ible, fundamental emotional urge of
consciousness is here evident, in its idle
moments seizing on the first thoughtelement suggested to it and carrying it
on rapidly to some sort of pseudo
climax. This interaction of Thought
upon E m o tio n , and Em otion upon
Thought, has not only the faculty of
developing the co m p a riso n -b a sis of
Thought, but also of refining the emo
tions, through the developed thoughtelements. Thus, while Thought origi
nates in Emotion, eventually it governs
it; this is indeed its purpose, in which is
the meaning of the evolution of con
sciousness.
The shuttle which carries the threads
and binds together the warp and woof
of the fabric of Thought is the element
of Suggestion. Suggestion is essentially
a potent Thought-element, capable of
instantly arousing the thought-energy,
or emotion-energy or both, to their
highest impetus; and its importance can
hardly be too highly estimated. Sug
gestion (inspiration, in one phase of its
manifestation), acts as the spark which
releases the tremendous energy stored
in the thought-element reservoir; chal
lenging the reasoning powers in a high
ly emotional impetus of intuitive idea
from the occult regions, or carrying
back into the subjective storehouse some
item of pertinent idea to be compared
with the vast array of intuitive data al
ready classified therein. This play of
suggestive energy between the regions
of classified memory and the regions of
imaginative reason constitutes the high
ly emotional state of co n scio u sn ess
known as creative ecstasy, perhaps the
highest volatile, or emotional, state of
consciousness.
The
In a general way the predominating
Rosicrucian
em otional characteristics of personality
Digest
determine the thought characteristics of
May
personality. The ideal manifestation of
the Thought-Emotion entity is that of
1938

an even balance between the emotional
and the reasoning faculties, the basis of
mystical aim and attainment. Reason is
the analytical use of thought-elements,
imagination the creative, constructive
use, each interacting upon the other,
eliciting the more evolved phases of
emotion; imagination stimulating the
impulse, reason repressing and directing
it into the more evolved forms of ex
pression. The emotional type of per
sonality is the imaginative type, the
thoughtful type the rational, in general
tendency— though by no means does an
absence of emotion indicate reason, nor
demonstration of emotion argue the ab
sence of reason. Personality is influ
enced by the poten cy of its ideals, what
ever those may happen to be; and as
imagination needs the rationalizing in
fluence of reason to direct it into pro
ductive channels, reason also needs the
creative imaginative impetus behind its
subdued emotion to carry it irresistibly
on beyond the component parts of its
thought-elements to an active, living,
perfect premise or ideal.
Hence the relation of Emotion to
Thought; of experience to knowledge;
of thought-elements and imagination to
reason and ideals. Experience takes
two forms, first, the realization of in
tensified emotion: second, the passive
reaction following the active emotion,
resolving into thought-elements. Reason
compares and classifies the thoughtelements, which process we call Thought.
Emotional energy c ry s ta liz e s into
Thought, Thought flows back into emo
tional energy; a d infinitum, till both are
one. Imagination conspires with reason
to create out of this thought-energy our
future ideals, which in turn stimulate
the cycles of conscious energy into
realization of higher and still higher
ideals, refining and sublimating the
Emotion-Thought energy into the Ab
solute manifestation of consciousness.
This is the cycle of conscious evolution,
upon which the consciousness of man
has built, and must perpetually continue
to build. S ic passim . Sic itur a d astra.
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A Land of Reincarnation
A NATION OF PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE AND LIVE
THE ORIENTAL BELIEFS
By T he Imperator
O M A N Y of our
m e m b e rs and
re a d e rs believe
that only certain
religious s e c ts or
certain m y stical
schools of philos
ophy teach or deal
with the su b ject
o f reincarnation,
and that the doc
trines of reincar
nation are purely
th e o re tic a l and
have no vital bearing upon the lives of
many people living today. Of course
we know that there are thousands of
Rosicrucians in this country and in
foreign lands whose entire outlook on
life, and whose faith, hope and confi
dence in regard to their own evolution
and future possibilities, have been
broadened and strengthened by their
firm belief in the doctrines of reincarna
tion. To them it seems to be and has
proven to be the only satisfactory ex
planation of many of the mysteries of
life and many of its seeming injustices.
But I want to speak now of a country
and nation of people who are living the
life of reincarnationists, and have been
doing so for hundreds of years. They are
so convinced and so positive about the
soundness and correctness of the doc
trine of reincarnation that it governs all
of their daily actions, all of their think
Onc hundred thirty-one

ing, and all of their political, social and
business activities.
And we do not have to go to any iso
lated section of India or Africa, nor to
any jungle land, nor to the primitive
huts of an uneducated class of people
to find this wonderful country. W e find
a nation of over one million people so
imbued with the belief and the conse
quent encouragement and happiness
that comes from an understanding of
the doctrines of reincarnation, that they
make a picturesque section of this
world’s habitation. In the first place,
their firm belief in the doctrines of re
incarnation has led them to look upon
life as a glorious experience, and to seek
every opportunity to express in their
social, business, and other affairs, the
spirit of beauty that exists in the world,
and which exists in the soul because of
its immortality and its opportunity to
live again and again. The result is that
they have made of their land and their
country a veritable paradise. They have
constant floral fetes, use mystical and
mythical rhythmic music in all of their
forms of outdoor and indoor entertain
ment, have modified their religious be
liefs gradually to where the natives uni
versally believe now that there is but
one God who is loving, merciful and
just, and who is ever trying to awaken
within them the spirit of beauty and
loveliness, hope and contentment.

o
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Their religion does include the exist
ence of an evil demon or a personifica
tion of the evil powers and influences in
the world, but this evil influence is set
aside by them as being wholly negative
and unworthy of their consideration.
Their religion includes no gloomy puri
tanism, but the brightest and sunniest of
situations that the human mind can
imagine. They are not sun worshippers,
despite the fact that they look upon the
glorious sun as a symbol of the vitaliz
ing power, eminence, radiance, and allpervading character of God. In this re
spect they are much like the mystics of
Egypt in the pre-Christian era, although
they have no other similarities to the
Egyptians in appearance, language, re
ligion or characteristics. Their one hope
ful understanding is that when transi
tion comes, their bodies and personali
ties will be purged of any evil or sins
that they have inadvertently committed
by an ordeal of fire and water, but that
this ordeal will take place here on earth
by means of which the fire will cremate
their bodies into ashes on the earth, and
these ashes will be scattered in the
waters of the sea. This element is much
like some of the earliest beliefs in the
Rosicrucian documents regarding the
disposition of the cremated body.
They feel that immediately after this
purification ordeal, their souls and spir
its will ascend to a heavenly kingdom
in which they will exist temporarily for
further advice, instruction and guid
ance, and that they will return again to
earth as reincarnated individuals. W h at
they hope and pray for is to be rein
carnated again in this very country
where they now live. Their love for
their country, their love for its beauty
and its religious practices makes it their
paradise on earth and their one uni
versal hope is that the next incarnation
will bring them back into the same land
again. They also believe that if one of
their individuals or citizens wilfully or
deliberately does evil or commits a de
liberate sin, that for punishment his soul
or spirit will not be sent to some place of
fire and brimstone to suffer, but that he
T he
will
be reincarnated again, and to carry
Rosicrucian
out his Karmic punishment he will be
Digest
reincarnated in another country rather
May
than the one where he has been and
where he hopes to come again. And
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these people look upon such a reincar
nation in another country as the utmost
of punishment, and equal to a lifetime
of exile.
These people are given to agricultural
activities and to every modern form of
sanitary and hygienic living, to the ex
tent of their abilities to create. They are
all very kindly toward one another, take
very good care of the aged ones, and
their family life is strengthened by a
firm belief in the divine necessity of
dutiful care of their offspring. Nature
and the Cosmic seems to be especially
bountiful to these people with wonder
ful gifts in things that grow, and they
never have suffered or never feared
from any danger of famine. They do
not have any of the social or economic
problems we have in the W estern
W orld, inasmuch as there is no unem
ployment and everyone who can work
is occupied with creative production,
and those who through age or infirmity
cannot work, are well looked after by
family or community. Their schools
teach a very broad education, and the
children are encouraged at an early age
to interpret everything they see. hear,
feel or sense from the mystical point of
view as well as from the materialistic
point of view. They are highly efficient
in the use of vowel sounds in their
chants and songs, and know the mys
tical values of musical notes.
They have little need for police de
partments or police regulations, and
seldom take any matters into courts of
law. Their political form of government
is one of broad leniency and kindness
and sympathetic understanding. It is
their desire to adjust every difference of
opinion as peacefully as possible, with
out any legal litigation. They are al
ways ready to submit any matter of dis
pute to some other person or to a group
of persons for arbitration. They have
many so-called holy days or anniver
saries of mystical and holy occurrence,
and they trace their history back
through tradition and recorded nota
tions for a long period. Their older men
are quite mystical in appearance, and
there is something in the eyes of both
the men and women that seems ex
tremely soulful, yet merry and laugh
ing. They treat visitors or tourists who
happen to come their way with extreme
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courtesy and kindness, and are always
happy when they find any persons of
the W estern W orld or of modern civi
lized countries who understand their
doctrines of reincarnation.
They do not believe that the soul in
man is ever reincarnated into the body
of a lower animal, or a different species
of man. In other words, they have no
belief in the false or ridiculous doctrines
of transmigration. They believe that
each individual in the present incarna
tion and in every preceding one was
placed on earth to accomplish certain
good, and to make the world happier
and to carry out the constructive, crea
tive, happy ideas of God. They believe
that evil exists only as an opposite to
goodness, and that it should be avoid
ed, and no one presumes to be evil or
to do any evil act except through ignor
ance or accidental error. Knowing that
in a future state after transition they
must be purified and purged of any evil
they committed, and must make com
pensation again in another incarnation,
they try to make compensation now in
their daily lives for any injustice, error
or sin they may commit. For this reason
they frequently ask one another, or ask
in their family conversations, if any one
of them has done anything that was not
right, or unfair to others. Even in their
commercial contact with people of a
civilized country, they will ask whether
the transaction was thoroughly satis
factory, and if the buyer of any article
is thoroughly satisfied. They do not
want to have any deception or accusa
tion of mistreatment resting upon them.
They still have many practices and
customs that we would call primitive,
but which they look upon as God-given
and worthy of continuance since it gives
employment to so many of their people.
They look upon something made by
hand as superior to anything made by

machinery, and they like to have the
personal element and personal nature
enter into the making of anything that
is worthwhile. They do not permit per
sons from other lands or other countries
to come to their country and commer
cialize their abundance of things that
grow, or to commercialize their hand
made articles. The end of all of their
actions is not the accumulation of ma
terial wealth but the continuance of
peace, happiness and beauty, accom
panied with song and music. They like
to decorate themselves and look attrac
tive and pretty as well as decorate their
homes and their gardens. They cannot
logically understand and give credence
to the theories of warfare and interna
tional strife and contest, and the taking
of another human life seems to them
like not only the most sinful but the
most absurd process of human accom
plishment. They do not arm themselves
for protection, inasmuch as they expect
no invasion of enemies, and therefore
the idea of destroying another person in
"self-defense" seems absurd, for they
feel sure that even an enemy could be
reasoned with and made to understand
that his act was wrong, and that he
would not want to injure any of them.
Certainly a nation of people living in
their own separate country, with such
ideals and practices, does seem like a
paradise on earth, and I hope that some
day a group of us, if not all of us, can
visit such a land. I am not promoting a
tour of any kind in speaking of these
people, and that is why I am not giving
any specified directions as to how to
reach this strange land or these strange
people, but some day I hope we shall
have moving pictures and records of the
manner in which they live, and I do
hope that some day many of us will go
as a body and dwell awhile in such a
paradise among such living mystics.
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Take advantage of liberalism of thought. The Rose-Croix University is fearless in its
consideration of subjects which will advance the learning of man. It is not obliged to
submit to those influences of a selfish nature which often hamper the progress of many
institutions of learning. If you wish to share in its advantages, write at once for the free
copy of the booklet "The Story of Learning" with its full explanation, and remember,
the 1938 summer term begins June 20.
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Each month a paramount question of the day which engages the thoughts of millions of
Intelligent people throughout the world will be considered In this department. Each question
will be answered by two different Rosicrucian members. The answers to the questions are
not to be regarded as official statements of opinion of the editor of this publication, or of the
officers of the Rosicrucian Order, AMORC.

“SHOULD SUFFERING INCURABLES BE PUT TO
DEATH PAINLESSLY?”
R a b b i S . M . M a c h t e i *« an a c t iv e h e a d
o f t h e o n ly r a d io s y n a g o g u e in A m e r i 
c a , a n d a s c h o la r o f a n c ie n t lit e r a t u r e .
T h e s e q u a lif ic a t io n s m a k e h is o p in io n
on th is q u e s t io n m o s t im p r e s s iv e .

ES, when requested by them, or by
their legal guardians, but only
under the following conditions: That a
group of no less than three medical men
concur in the opinion that the ailment
is, in the light of modern science, and
of investigations and research in that
particular field, not curable N O W , nor
in the immediate future; that, after such
findings, the patient be subjected to
metaphysical healing treatments, or
“Faith Cures,” which such men as Dr.
Alexis Carrel admit DO effect “miracu
lous" cures; that, after the failure of
these methods, an effort be made to as
certain the degree of dependency and
"strain” upon relatives and society,
with a view to relieving them of the
burden, to permit their energies and re
sources to be directed in productive
channels; that, in no case, should
The
euthanasia be practiced upon a person
Rosicrucian of great wealth — thus avoiding the sus
picion that relatives had bribed the
Digest
physicians.
May
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D r . JV . P . G a s s e r is m o s t q u a l i f i e d to
e x p r e s s t h e p h y s i c i a n ’s p o in t o f v iew
o n th is s u b je c t . H e is a p r in c ip a l
m e m b e r o f a p r o m i n e n t h o s p it a l a n d
c lin i c a l s ta ff.

HOU SH A LT N O T KILL” is one
commandment credited with a de
finite and Divine origin by all Christian
nations. Strangely enough, they fre
quently find it necessary to create ex
ceptions in its strict o b se rv a tio n .
Capital punishment still is deemed vital
ly necessary in the name of Justice. To
kill in the defense of one’s person or
property is deemed an inalienable right.
The deliberate negation of an otherwise
sacred command becomes imperative
when nations are at war, and church
joins state in its sanction.
T o suggest that "T o kill in the name
of Mercy” be sanctioned in definite and
authoritatively established cases of
hopelessly incurable unfortunates, a
rouses loud and wrathful clamour of in
dignation, and forever labels its pro
ponents as pagans and heartless de
graders of Holy W rit.
Nature has decreed in both the plant
and animal kingdom that only “the fit
shall survive.” The physician is fre-

T
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New Worlds For Our Educational
Systems To Conquer
B y Soror L aura E. J ennings
T HAS been stated
th a t the aim and
p u rp o se of our
ed u catio n al sys
tem is to produce
a "more abundant
life.” S u rely we
all th rill at the
thought of work
ing toward such a
splendid end. But
the d ay in which
we find ourselves
has become some
what disillusioned. W e have turned a
cold, calculating eye on all our social
systems both in government, education
and religion. And in our cool analysis
we have placed on one side of the scale
our pet theories expressed in high
sounding rhetoric, on the other the net
results of our systems, the plain ac
complished facts. W hen all the weigh
ing is accomplished we find that in spite
of steady advances made during recent
years we must still press on, adding
new worlds and reconstructing older
ones.
As we glance at the position of edu
cation today we find the chief defect in
our over-emphasis on the memorizing
faculties. The cramming of facts and
the passing of examinations has come to
mean education to the great majority of
the people. And to this same group edu
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cation has meant money. The best
teachers have always tried to introduce
the element of reasoning. But such ef
forts failed where a pupil could memo
rize more easily than reason and where
the pupil’s only purpose in attending
school was to pass the examination suc
cessfully and secure the situation and
money thus made possible.
Education of the future must in some
way avoid overstressing these purely in
tellectual faculties of memorizing and
reasoning, if it is to lead the way to that
"more abundant life.” Human beings
have also an emotional nature, and are
endowed with imagination capable, in
varying degrees, of creative activity.
Surely a system that would lead to
"life more abundant" must give at least
equal attention to the world of everyday
experience as to the realm of book
learning. The great Master who first
used this thrilling phrase made no such
mistake in his system of instruction.
W e have heard a great deal lately
about personality. In fact the subject is
in danger of becoming a popular craze.
Yet, perhaps, no experience gives us
greater pleasure than our few and brief
moments of contact with interesting
personalities who are really great or
truly interesting. W e store up and
treasure such meetings in our memory.
W hen in moments of leisure we dream
of a more utopian world, we people it

with ideal men and women, and in
imagination endow all our friends and
acquaintances with this fascinating gift
called a pleasing personality.
W e then begin to meditate upon the
sources of such personality and how it
can be developed. Again we look at our
schools, which we would expect to find
leading the way in such development.
It is true that some of our rich personal
ities have excelled in matters of intel
lect, but there are many others who
have not been brilliant as learners of
book knowledge in our schools. W e are
likely to feel that this particular quality
is something derived more directly from
life itself; that these are people who
have reaped fully the experiences of
life, who have understood the lessons of
life more deeply, and who have felt
with keener emotions. Nor have their
lives been full lives because by good
fortune they were born in circumstances
of abundance. Indeed, more often the
opposite has been the case, and only by
use of imaginative power coupled with
hard work, have they expanded the
narrow limits of early life and risen
above circumstances that would have
left others em b ittered and utterly
crushed.
These people have that ready under
standing and sympathy which all the
book learning in our educational sys
tems cannot produce. How often do we
listen to educated men using in their ad
dresses such terms as "love” or "imag
ination” only to feel that they have
merely become familiar with the term
by looking it up in the dictionary, and
fitted it into a discourse full of other
terms similarly memorized from a dic
tionary.
Let us look at the quality of imagina
tion. Do our educational authorities
really understand what imagination is?
Probably only a small minority do, al
though nearly every text on the subject
of education will deal at length on the
necessity for fostering this valuable gift.
But how do we account for the wellknown fact that so many children
around the age of nine can write quite
The
Rosicrucian promising poetry; and that by the age
of eighteen, in fact long before this age,
Digest
they have given up trying to write
May
verse. Surely education has failed even
to keep alive the child's native endow
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ment of imagination, and certainly has
not promoted any new growth.
The truth would seem to be that
imagination is merely another word in
the dictionary to most people, and in
actual existence meets with ridicule and
suppression.
For example, take the
worn joke or "funny story" — that
probably everyone has heard — and at
which one is supposed to laugh in con
sidering the child's irrepressible tend
ency to lie. (A t least most people do
laugh at that.) Mary comes in to tell her
mother that there is a big lion on the
veranda. The mother scolds Mary for
telling a lie. saying that she knows per
fectly well that the animal is a dog, and
that she must now go to her room and
ask God to forgive such a lie. Mary re
turns later and reports, "God said it
was all right, that he had often taken
that dog for a lion himself.”
Myself, I always feel rather sad over
the story. Mary's mother is so true to
life and so typical of a large number of
mothers. To make it even sadder, not
all Marys are so irrepressible. Perhaps
the mother is right in demanding that
Mary take a more analytical and less
imaginative approach toward the sub
ject of natural history. But she fails to
appreciate Mary's attempt to indulge
her love of make-believe and her child
ish sense of humor. As a result all imag
ination and humor are submerged when
the mother is very unsympathetic; she,
moreover, pictures to Mary an equally
unsympathetic God. And poor Mary—
for how many years will her spirit re
main irrepressible, before she abandons
all effort and sinks into the same drab
uneventful existence lived by the aver
age grown-up? Even the few who escape
must feel wistfully sad in their loneli
ness and say like W alter de la Mare in
his poem “Dreams” :
W h at can a tired heart say,
That the wise of the world have made
dumb?
Save to the lonely dreams of a child,
“ Return again, come!”
If our educationalists cannot learn
the error of their systems from the evi
dence that is always before them, they
might at least go back to the teachings
of the man who coined the beautiful
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phrase “life more abundant.” They will
find that he once placed a child in the
midst of his listeners and told them to
become as little children. The reason
was surely not that the child’s intellect
had attained some encyclopedic propor
tion. He must have had in mind other
qualities. It is these other qualities that
our world still needs to learn to appre
ciate. W e will then remember when
planning our school courses that chil

V

dren have an emotional life as well as
an intellectual, that we learn from actual
life as well as from books, and that
imagination is a priceless endowment to
be protected and cared for as carefully
as at present we safe-guard the eyesight
or hearing of our children. W e would
then be approaching that goal of a
"more abundant life,” and also realizing
our utopian dream of peopling the world
with rich personalities.
V
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The Art of Relaxation
B y F rater O swald J. R ankin
N E of the impor
tant yet frequent
ly o v e r l o o k e d
"stepping ston es
to su cce ss
in
C osm ic a ttu n e ment is the ability
to relax the body
into that condition
whereby we may
forget who we are,
where we are, and
how we are.
P ro p e r relaxa
tion is as important in spiritual develop
ment as gymnastics in physical devel
opment. Unfortunately most of us ig
nore the value of relaxation until we
grow old and have little else to do. In
cidentally, this is perhaps one of the
major reasons why we d o grow old.
It has been said that Franklin Roose
velt always maintains a very high de
gree of relaxation, never becoming tense
even when faced with his most difficult
problems. This has been given as the
reason why guidance always comes to
him at critical moments.
It is a fact that a slight nervous or
muscular strain, perhaps unperceived,
can obstruct the finer degree of relaxa
tion necessary for Cosmic conscious
ness. Such strains, in our time, might
be compared with the "fully awake and
active” condition referred to by Para
celsus three centuries ago:
“Whenever the elementary body is at
rest . . . . the sidereal body is awake
and active . . . . but whenever the ele
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mentary body is fully awake and active,
the activity of the sidereal body will
then be restrained, and its free move
ments be impeded or prevented, like
those of a man who is buried alive in a
tomb.”
W e can all learn to relax properly if
we give a little thought to it and take
the trouble to carry out a simple daily
exercise until we attain perfection. A
good method, noted from a book:
“Power Through Repose,” by Annie
Payson Call, Little, Brown & Co. pub
lishers, is as follows:
The "patient” lies flat on his back, on
the floor, with eyes closed, and imagines
himself heavy. One leg is drawn up
very slowly, bending the knee and drag
ging the heel heavily along the floor.
W hen the sole of the foot is flat against
the floor the leg is allowed to slip slow
ly down and finally let go, so that it
drops of its own weight. The arm is
then lifted from the shoulder, with hand
hanging limp, always with the idea of
heaviness, and lowered, slowly at first,
then abandoned to its own weight.
Then the head is rolled slowly to left,
back, to right, and back again. Each
exercise should be repeated three times,
with intervals of deep breathing. Final
ly, one sits up with head dropped for
ward, then sinks back slowly, imagining
the vertebrae as beads on a string be
ing flattened out, one by one, until the
whole string lies flat on the floor.
It is the writer’s opinion that this
method is one exercise which really
proves "as good as it looks.”
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The "Cathedral of the Soul" la a Cosmic meeting place for all minds of the
most advanced and highly developed spiritual members and workers of the
Roslcrucian Fraternity. It Is a focal point of Cosmic radiations and thought
waves from which radiate vibrations of health, peace, happiness, and Inner
awakening. Various periods of the day are set aside when many thousands
of minds are attuned with the Cathedral of the Soul, and others attuning with
the Cathedral at this time will receive the benefit of the vibrations. Those who
are not members of the organization may share in the unusual benefits as well
as those who are members. The book called “Liber 777” describes the periods
for various contacts with the Cathedral. Copies will be sent to persons who
are not members If they address their requests for this book to Friar S. P. C.,
care of A M O RC Temple. San Jose, California, enclosing three cents in postage
stamps. (Please state whether member or not— this is important.)

REACHING GOD
R A C T IC A LLY all
of us were taught
when we w ere
children th a t we
could easily reach
God with our sim
ple p ra y e rs and
that He was ever
listening and ever
ready to an sw er
our prayers if our
requests and de
sires w ere good.
T h ro u g h o u t life
our religious studies and our church in
struction have taught us the same idea.
T he
Those of us who are Christians have
Rosicruciatt the excellent example set by Jesus Him
Digest
self as to how to pray and to whom to
May
pray. Every mystic, every spiritual
philosopher, knows that there is great
1938

efficacy in the attunement with God
and in the reverent, prayerful attitude
in communing with God and expressing
our desires and wishes, and in petition
ing Him in behalf of ourselves and
others.
But when we were children there was
something about the religious instruc
tion that we received which created in
our minds the idea that God as a Being
sat upon a throne in some special place
adorned with gold and pearls and ivory,
and with a host of angels supplying the
heavenly music. Some way or other
there was created in our minds, as chil
dren, the idea that God lived or existed
in a palace of considerable material
quality and that God was limited in
some way to this palace or this throne,
and that we had to reach up to this un
seen palatial residence in the heavens
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and with timidity and humbleness ap
proach His presence as we would ap
proach the most austere king or ruler
on earth.

ment at the same hours and direct their
thoughts to the same invisible and im
material temple which we call the
temple of the soul. Through such con
centration and attunement there come
joy and peace and harmony to the soul
of man, and there come strength and
tonic to the body. If you have not ex
perienced the sublime ecstasy of such
spiritual attunement, spiritual peace and
power, send for our little book called
L iber 777 and learn how you can enter
into this prayerful, spiritual attitude at
various hours of the day and night and
without any obligation, without any
material restrictions, without any limita
tions of creed or dogma, become one
with God and one with God’s Con
sciousness in a sentient manner, and
experience the real joys of divine
communion.

The mystics of today — as those of
the ancient times .— know that God
exists everywhere and that His princi
pal place of abode is in the heart of
man. They know and feel that when
they attune themselves with God they
are attuning the outer self with the in
ner self, and through this means com
muning with the God Consciousness
within them. For this reason they
have always been inclined to think of
God as dwelling in the holy temple that
is a temple of the soul. It was this idea
that prompted the plan of having thou
sands of sincere and understanding in
dividuals sit in meditation and attuneV

V
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“ The Garden of Allah”
By F rater G eorge D. A braham
"W ith the kiss of the sun for pardon,
The song of the birds for mirth,
One is nearer God's heart in a garden
Then anywhere else on earth.”

H E T H E R the poet
who sang these
lines was a mystic
I know not, though
p o ets o ften are.
W h a t e v e r hi s
sp iritu a l calibre
however, a deeper
mystical truth un
derlies his words
than p erh ap s he
knew . F o r n o 
where, when we
meditate upon it,
do we find a more perfect and concise
demonstration of the highest Cosmic
Laws than in that patch of cultivated
green, be it ever so tiny, that we proud
ly call 'our garden.”
The first law of the garden is growth.
Truly the first law of the Cosmos, for
all things grow. Nothing is static in all
creation, and even change and decay,
which seem at first sight to be the very
antithesis of growth, are in actuality
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but the prelude to further expansion,
greater expression of consciousness.
All growth, moreover, is slow. You
can’t watch the ivy climbing the kitchen
garden wall any more than you can
watch the growth of a soul. God has all
eternity for his working day and his
ways are unhurried. How often does
the over-anxious Neophyte seek to take
himself up by the roots every few weeks
or months to see if he can detect the
spiritual sap rising within him. His gar
den has a lesson for the Neophyte.
All growth again is towards the light.
Every leaf, every petal strives towards
the sun. For them the source of all life,
for us, since the days of Amenhotep IV,
the symbol of that greater light in
whose incomprehensible brilliance we
shall eventually become absorbed.
The second great law of our garden
is rhythm. All its manifestations occur
in definite cycles arranged with mathe
matical certitude. “First the blade and
then the ear, then the full corn in the
ear.” Seeds, shoots, buds, blossom,
fruit, fall, forgetfulness. The seven ages
of man in miniature. And finally the
great cycle of rebirth. An apparently

dead plant or tree springing into fresh
life to complete a further cycle. A fresh
coating of leaves and bloom but the
same tree. Man also is a hardy peren
nial. To reverse a well known occult
maxim, "as below, so above.” "Arrayed
in some new flesh disguise the old soul
takes the road again." The true graph
of evolution on all planes is spiral.
W e notice too the prevalence of
green. Not a tree, bush or flower but
shows its share of green. Endless shades
and shapes, and almost unimaginable
diversity, yet a common unity amongst
it all. No two souls, no two hairs even,
are identical in all creation, yet all have
a common origin and a common goal.
As we meditate further from our
summer-house window, we realize that
we only regard a part of the plant. The
essential part, whence the life is drawn,
is invisible. The outer manifestation is
dependent upon the connection being
maintained with the great within, the
life of Earth of which it forms an un
separated part. So man must needs
have his roots in the eternal soil.
As with man too. the life force of the
garden is dual. The negative element
V

comes from the soil and water while air
and sunshine convey the positive, spir
itual element necessary to complete the
triangle and produce the perfect crea
tion of flower or fruit.
Then we cannot be blind to the beau
ty of the Garden. Here of all places do
those invisible workers of the Elemental
Kingdom put forth their best efforts for
our delectation. Yet in an earthly gar
den all cannot be beautiful. As in the
garden of life there are weeds, and
worse. “Lilies that fester,” said a fa
mous Rosicrucian, "smell far worse than
weeds,” and true it is. Yet even a fes
tered lily will fade and die and a better
and brighter bud open and bloom in its
place, born anew from the same stem.
And for us as Rosicrucians. thoughts
of the garden bring us to the symbol of
our beloved Order, the Queen of Flow
ers. For the Rose is as surely the Queen
of Flowers as the Lion is the King of
Beasts and sums up for us the lessons
of our meditation. May we in our hearts
envisage the day when the Rose will be
plucked for ever from the Cross, and
awake and in full radiance be our sym
bol evermore.
V
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QUESTIONS OF THE TIMES
(Continued, from P a g e 134)
The moral angle need not trouble
anyone. Scripture is not inconsistent.
The Hebrew text for the Sixth Com
mandment is "Lo Sirtzoch,” "thou shalt
not murder." not "thou shalt not kill."
as erroneously handed down and re
corded in many versions of the Bible.
Had "killing” been prohibited, the wars
related in the Bible, the sacrifices, the
laws of capital punishment, the eradica
tion of wild beasts, all would have been
outlawed.
It appears to me that the question
hinges on the term "incurable,” which,
honest medical men will admit, is an ad
mission of the limited knowledge of
practical science. Beyond the realm of
the physical, is the spiritual. When the
T he
application of spiritual principles and
Rosicrucian
laws will have become as common as
Digest
that of the physical laws, the list of
May
"incurable” diseases will dwindle, and
human suffering will vanish.
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quently confronted with the penalties
nature exacts when her decrees are
challenged. Despite his indefatigable
efforts, he will often see his triumph of
today become a ghastly tragedy tomor
row. A life has been spared, unfortun
ately leaving a body wracked and tor
tured with pain, and organs irreparably
damaged and in decay. Then it all
seems so hypocritical and heartless
when one is confronted day after day
with the haunting, soul-stirring plea,
"W h y, in the name of God, won’t you
end my suffering.” The one plea calling
for aid, for relief, for a deliverance from
an existence intolerable—more insistent
and more pitiful than all others —1 the
world cruelly ignores, and in a sudden
return to rightousness, they glibly
quote, "The Lord giveth, and the Lord
taketh away.”
Yes — for the love of man and the
God of our Hearts, I believe in
euthanasia.
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High Recognition of Our Imperator
SOME FACTS OF CONSIDERABLE INTEREST
TO OUR MEMBERS
By T he S upreme Secretary
N T H E month
of March our Im
pe r a t o r , Dr. H.
S p en cer Lewi s,
r ecei ved official
communications
from a university
in India which ap
pointed him to the
faculty of the uni
versity and con
ferred upon him a
high degr ee of
recognition for his
work in the field of learning, and par
ticularly for literary contributions and
erudition. Perhaps some of our mem
bers do not realize that the many books
written by our Imperator in the last ten
or twelve years have been translated
and published in many foreign lands, in
many foreign languages, and that some
of these books have had not only eight
or ten American editions in the English
language but have had eight or ten edi
tions in foreign countries. There are
very few American authors specializing
in research fields of literature and sci
ence whose writings have been reprinted
so frequently in America and translated
and republished in foreign lands. In
practically every case of foreign trans
lations and publications, eminent in
dividuals connected with institutes of
learning or with fellowships of learning
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have sought permission and privilege to
translate these books and republish them
in their country solely because of a
great demand on the part of learned
people in those countries for his writ
ings. AM ORC itself has not fostered
these foreign translations except in the
case of the. few books that have been
reprinted in Spanish for our own
Spanish-American jurisdiction. There
fore, the foreign recognition of his work
has been solely voluntary and without
any commercial element attached to it.
This new recognition and honor of
his learning and work comes from the
Andhra Research University of the
Madras district of India. This univer
sity is really so old and so exclusive and
restricted that it practically constitutes
one of the several Indian monastery
schools. But the Andhra Research Uni
versity has perhaps the most unique
reputation of any university in the
world. It is located in one of the oldest
and most exclusive sections of India
where it has been visited and patronized
by some of the most eminent scientists
and educators of India and foreign
lands. Its incorporation under unique
British India Acts describes it as being
founded “for the purpose of the ad
vancement, dissemination of and recog
nition of achievement in learning of uni
versity and higher standards, in the
living vernaculars, primarily of India,

like the Andhra or Telugu language.”
The work of the university is divided
into a number of divisions covering
divinity and philosophy, literature, pol
ity, history and law, fine arts, and the
practical sciences.
Many of the hereditary Indian rulers
of ancient estates, as well as some of
the most important titled rulers of India,
have been and are the patrons and di
rectors of this great institution. The
Foundation-Chancellor during the per
iod of 1924-1931 was the Maharajah of
Vizianagaram, whose ancestors were
the earliest allies of the British Power
in South India. The present Chancellor
of the university is Sree Vikrama Deo
Varma, who is Maharajah of Jeypore,
a poet in three Indian languages and an
expert in four ancient Indian sciences,
and a ruler of a Manne Rajyam, reach
ing back to the early Buddhist times.
Among the active patrons at the present
time are members of the royal houses of
India and Europe. The university is not
operated as a profit-making college or
academy, but selects its students and
research workers on the basis of merit
and distinguished service in the fields of
literature, science or art. Some of the
deans and presidents of leading univer
sities and colleges in America are pat
rons and members of the various de
partments of the university.
The certificate and communication
which was sent to our Imperator, Dr.
Lewis, appoints him as a member of the
faculty of the university and gives him
one of the high degrees connected with
the section of the monastic work of the
university known by the holy name of
Bharati Thirtha, which in the Indian
language means the group of learned
persons who gather at the shrine of
learning and constitute a brotherhood
of the organization known as the
Bharati Order, or Sampradaya. This
brotherhood or fellowship is the most
ancient cultural brotherhood of the
world, developed and founded by Veda
Vyasa. This fellowship devotes itself
to the search for ancient Indian manu
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scripts and sacred teachings and mys
tical philosophies, and all who are con
nected with it are honored as being out
standing research workers in that field
throughout the world. The Bharati
Thirtha Fellowship, therefore, is prac
tically a fellowship of mystical philos
ophy and science, and is in charge of
the real secret monastery activities in
India.
The diploma received by our Impera
tor states that at a meeting of the direc
tors of the university held in India on
the seventh of January, 1938, he was
not only appointed an active member
of the faculty of the university, but a
member of this ancient fellowship, be
cause of "a proper consideration of at
tainments in literature.” The diploma is
signed by the Maharajah of Jeypore as
Chancellor, and by the President of the
university and the Dean of the Inter
national Faculty and the Registrar, and
was sealed and signed in the ancient
mystical city of India where the mon
astic fellowship of the university and
the directors and highest officers of the
university have their headquarters. It
contains the official seal of the Mahara
jah of Jeypore.
The letter accompanying the diploma
signed by the Dean of the faculty states
that Dr. Lewis is the first and only
American representative of the ancient
Rosicrucian Order who has been recog
nized and honored by the university,
and that he will be permitted, as a mem
ber of the faculty, to nominate those
members of the Rosicrucian Order in
North and South America who attain
eminence in any specific branch of the
work to receive some recognition from
this Indian university.
The diploma and various communica
tions received constitute a very distinct
honor, not only to Dr. Lewis, who has
been honored with titles from other
Indian academies and universities and
very similar institutions in Europe, but
a distinct honor to our Rosicrucian or
ganization.
V

Perfect knowledge is that which, for the moment, is irrefutable by anyone and
about which you entertain no doubt.— V alidavar.
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Mexico’s Appeal
Editor’s N ote: Mexico is a neighbor not only to the United States, but to the nations of the
world. She is in constant communication with the lands of the earth, and ships of all countries
anchor in her ports. Mighty in resources, she is frail in means of self-expression. Her cries to
be heard are drowned in the thunder created by foreign exploitation interests. The high-pressure
storms of protest raised by these interests successfully cloud issues which otherwise would give
the struggling republic of Mexico a chance of appeal before the court of world public opinion. W e
are pleased to present, in the following article, Mexico's official answers to charges made against
its conduct. The article consists of an interview by Dr. Roland Hall Sharp, with a high ranking
member of the Mexican government, conducted over radio station X E W in the month of April of
this year. This article was presented to an officer of A. M. O. R. C. in Mexico City. The Rosicrucian Order (A. M. O. R. C.) is not interested in political or commercial controversies of any
nature, but it has a keen desire to see justice made manifest. Also, knowing that the Republic
of Mexico is making every effort to place itself among the liberated, cultured nations of the world,
offering its citizenry the opportunity of self-expression and personal advancement, we believe this
answer by one of its official spokesmen to recent charges should be given as wide a circulation as
possible. A great many men and women of Mexico are Rosicrucians, members of this organiza
tion, and we believe that a presentation of this statement in the Rosicrucian Digest is due them.

A L U T A T I O NS
from Mexico City.
Like a visitor from
Mars, I have drop
ped from the sky
into this capitol at
a moment when
Mexico has reach
ed the t e n s e s t
s t a g e to dat e in
the long struggle
for control of her
natural resources.
Even l ong- t i me
observers here hesitate to pass judg
ment on today’s events. The situation is
confused, but in the interests of pro
moting at least some understanding of
it, this broadcast will seek a level some
where above the heat of controversy.
One of the means for understanding
is for both sides to avoid the mistake of
misinterpreting each other’s policies and
acts. It is easy for press accounts to be
come lurid on both sides. Inflaming pijElic opinion. Hie Jvlexican Government,
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now frankly devoted to the cause of
labor and the underprivileged, is the
prime mover in the present situation,
and its policies set the tempo of events.
A high-ranking member of that Govern
ment has graciously consented to be
interviewed on the air and is here at the
microphone, prepared to answer pointed
questions put by myself as a completely
impartial inquirer.
Q uestion: Senor Armando Zubaran,
is it true or untrue that the Mexican
Government and Mexican people are
generally unfriendly at present to for
eigners, and especially Americans?
A nsw er: There is no such enmity as
that to which you have made reference.
On the contrary, there is not a single
foreigner who has dwelt with the Mex
ican people, who has failed to recognize
that one of its outstanding character
istics is hospitality. To such an extent
has this been so, that it has even, on oc
casion, been criticized. As for the

/o

Mexican Government, it has always af
forded to foreigners the opportunity to
come to live in this country and share
the ideals of its people, and even the re
sources of the nation, without other re
strictions than abiding by the laws: an
obedience that is required of all the
citizens in the country, just as all na
tions throughout the world demand re
spect for their sovereign dignity and
international decorum.
Q uestion: Could you give us in a few
words the motives which actuated the
Mexican Government in its decree for
expropriating foreign oil properties?
A nsw er: The President of the Re
public in his address to the people of
Mexico, set forth the motives that led
to the expropriation of the oil com
panies, and made the resolution adopted
on the matter by him and his cabinet.
The refusal of the oil companies to a
bide by an award of a court of justice
made expropriation necessary, owing to
the need of preventing without loss of
time, the troubles that would arise as a
result of a standstill in industrial and
transport activities, inasmuch as dis
obedience by the companies of a deci
sion of the courts compelled the oil
workers to apply for, and the labor
courts to order, termination of the labor
contracts.
Q uestion: Secretary Hull has indi
cated that the United States Govern
ment, while not denying Mexico’s legal
right to take over the oil holdings, re
gards proper payment, provided for by
Mexico's own Law of Expropriation, as
essential to a settlement. W h at can you
say about Mexico's plans for payment
to the oil firms?
A nsw er: The President of the Re
public has stated that the Country will
honor the debt contracted and the
people have given him their unanimous
backing.
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Q uestion: The Mexican Government
and the National Revolutionary Party,
I understand, oppose Communism, but
many people are confused by the re
semblance of land expropriation policies
to Communism. Please clarify this for
us.

A nsw er: Nobody in Mexico confuses
communism with the land distribution
policy. The agricultural policy of the
Mexican Government aims at the divi
sion of large landed estates among the
peasants. For this, the Government
uses distribution of lands as a means:
but it also undertakes to promote small
holdings, domestic colonization and ir
rigation, in order to open up to cultiva
tion big tracts of land, on which small
private properties are to be developed.
Consequently, there is no incompati
bility between respect for small proper
ty and distribution of land: both are
means employed by the Government,
simultaneously, in order to obtain a
better distribution of the large landed
estates. T hat’s all.
The first consideration that may help
restore and strengthen the foundation
for conciliation and a just settlement of
the present oil controversy, in my opin
ion, is for both the United States and
Mexico, as well as Britain, to recognize
that relations of these countries have
reached a new stage which must be
understood. Anyone who has followed
the course of Mexican political develop
ment during the past quarter of a cen
tury knows that the Mexico of today
must be dealt with on a far different
basis than the Mexico of the past cen
tury. Mexico is growing up, or has
grown up. One of the first impressions
a visitor has when he talks with officials
of the Government, and with Mexicans
in business, is the Mexican spirit of
self-reliance, of having suddenly dis
covered their own innate powers. How
ever harsh or extreme the demands of
Mexican labor and of the Mexican
Government may seem to foreigners
whose investments in Mexico are threat
ened, there is little prospect that the
Mexico of today will yield its new self
assertion in the face of foreign bullying,
diplomatic or economic.
There was a time—and this is history
not seriously denied by anyone — when
Mexico, like many other semi-colonial
countries of the period, had to bow as
foreign governments put on the pres
sure. The record of industrial imperial
ists in Latin America is not one to
point to with unmixed pride, even
during the formative periods of Latin
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American countries. In the present heat
of controversy, both sides naturally
make extreme charges to buttress their
cases. The oil firms in Mexico are by
no means as guilty as they are painted
by some extremist orators. Neither is
the Mexican Government as brutal as
some actions of the foreign press are
making it out to be. In both cases, the
volcanic fires of hate and misunder
standing are loosed by a failure to grasp
each other's point of view, Mexico is
young in the business of grappling first
hand with the vast economic and social
problems now confronting the world.
She may find, as she has in part al
ready, that the distance between ideal
istic social concepts and their practical
realization is many a league, and that
haste is not always the fastest way to
progress. Foreign oil interests—and I
have talked with their representatives
of long experience here — may not be
grasping the real power of the upsurge
in Mexico of a consciousness of social
and economic independence. Mexico
today is throwing off, not without some
violence, a heritage of centuries of
colonial and economic serfdom. Today's
struggle is older than the oil companies
which now bear the brunt of Mexico's
movement toward nationalization of
raw materials. Just as Mexico and the
rest of Latin America threw off Spanish
political domination at the beginning of
this century, so today Mexico and some
other Latin American countries are
throwing off the swaddling clothes of
their dependence on foreign capital.
They are far from being able to walk
alone, and they know it. This makes it
all the more imperative for the older,
more mature countries to sympathize
with this new spirit of independence,

even if they can not accept all of its
specific acts. W hen a child is learning
to walk he may knock over a few price
less vases on precarious pedestals, but
he is not for this reason turned back to
the cradle. Only the deepest kind of
comprehension, and the most earnest
efforts for adjustment on both sides, can
save a situation like this one in Mexico
from going on from bad to worse. All
of the adjustment cannot be made on
one side. Only adjustment of conflict
ing claims can restore cordial good feel
ing between the peoples. Europe today
is a cruel example of what happens
when humanity fails to adjust specific
political and economic and social mal
adjustments between nations. Unheal
ed, they sour and embitter relations that
should be constructive. Mexico and the
United States in the New W orld, and
Britain, have an opportunity in this oil
controversy to prove that conciliation
can win out. As far as the United States
and Mexico are concerned, there are
considerations far more vital than how
much Mexican laborers receive, and
how much money is paid by Mexico for
expropriated oil lands. These are vital
issues, but world peace is also a vital
issue. Can the United States expect
Mexico to grow increasingly friendly,
if the United States proves unsym
pathetic toward Mexico’s legitimate
social aspirations? Can Mexico expect
the United States to help her economi
cally if legitimate interests of Ameri
cans are not respected? Can these two
important neighbors look forward to
drifting into opposing camps in the
world's ideological struggle? It is time
to stop, look, and listen, with heads
raised above the immediate smoke of
this oil controversy.
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FACT IN FICTION

i

Frequently it is necessary to garnish fact with appealing fictional incidents, so it will
be assimilated easily by the reader. Once the reader digests it, the beneficial effects take
place without effort on his part. Reincarnation, presented as a doctrine of philosophy,
may confuse some persons, but when they read of it as part of a fascinating story. It
provokes an interest which leads them to an acceptance of it, without antagonism. For
this purpose we offer the book entitled "A Thousand Years of Yesterdays" by Dr. H.
Spencer Lewis, which is a gripping tale of reincarnation, but within its lines exist the
sound principles of philosophy. Non-members and Rosicrucians alike will find it most
interesting reading. It is economically priced at only $1.00 postpaid per copy. Send order
and remittance to the Rosicrucian Supply Bureau, Rosicrucian Park, San Jose, Calif.

ED-
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Each month we will present excerpts from the writings of famous thinkers and teachers
of the past. These will give our readers an opportunity of knowing their lives through the
presentation of those writings which typify their thoughts. Occasionally such writings will
be presented through the translation or Interpretation of other eminent authors of the past.
This month we present excerpts from the work of the English essayist, Charles Lamb.
Bora in 1775 at London, and educated at Christ's hospital, Charles Lamb entered the business world tit fourteen as a clerk. Three years later he entered the accountants' office of
the East India Company where he was employed for over thirty years before being retired
with an annuity which enabled him to devote all his time to the literary pursuits begun
some years previously. Lamb's life — unlike that of many authors — was not filled vrith
changes and outstanding events, but was devoted to his office work, the guardianship of
his sister Mary, pleasant meetings with friends such as Coleridge, Wordsworth and Southey.
the production of a few poems, some unsuccessful dramatic attempts, and—the writing of
those essays which we always think of in connection with his name. These, the "Essays
of E lia." have been termed "sensitive, whimsical, humorous, graceful, quaint, illuminating,"
etc. W ritten in a rambling, personal manner, they produce in the reader a sense of confronting the man himself, of sitting and listening to the entertaining viewpoints of an intelligent friend for whom one feels an affectionate interest. Certainly. Lamb is not the type
of "essayist" who deals in moral precepts—making the exposition of them so attractive that
we are inspired to follow in the Way outlined—but rather one who is adept at making his
personal opinions of general interest. He describes himself as "a bundle of prejudices—
made up of likings and dislikings—the veriest thrall to sympathies, apathies, antipathies."
In choosing the excerpts to be presented we have avoided those which are most familiar
—the critical essay "On the Tragedies of Shakespeare" and the delightful "Dissertation
Upon Roast P ig "—and have chosen, first, a section from "Im perfect Sympathies" which
describes two opposing types of mind, and second, a section from "Grace Before Meat.”
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H E R E is an order
of imperfect intel
lects (under which
mine must be con
tent to rank) which
in its constitution
is essentially anti
Caledonian. T h e
owners of the sort
of faculties I al
lude to, have minds
r a t h e r suggestive
than comprehen
The
sive. T h e y have
Rosicrucian
no pretences to much clearness or preci
Digest
sion in their ideas, or in their manner of
May
expressing them. Their intellectual
wardrobe (to confess fairly) has few
1938

whole pieces in it. They are content
with fragments and scattered pieces of
Truth. She presents no full front to
them — a feature or side face at the
most. Hints and glimpses, germs and
crude essays at a system, is the utmost
they pretend to. They beat up a little
game peradventure — and leave it to
knottier heads, more robust constitu
tions, to run it down. The light that
lights them is not steady and polar, but
mutable and shifting; waxing, and a
gain waning. Their conversation is ac
cordingly. They will throw out a ran
dom word in or out of season, and be
content to let it pass for what it is
worth. They cannot speak always as if
they were upon their oath—but must be
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understood, speaking or writing, with
some abatement. They seldom wait to
mature a proposition, but e’en bring it
to market in the green ear. They delight
to impart their defective discoveries as
they arise, without waiting for their full
development. They are no systematiz
e s , and would but err more by attempt
ing it. Their minds, as I said before,
are suggestive merely. The brain of a
true Caledonian (if I am not mistaken)
is constituted upon quite a different
plan. His Minerva is born in panoply.
You are never admitted to see his ideas
in their growth — if, indeed, they do
grow, and are not rather put together
upon principles of clock-work. You
never catch his mind in an undress. He
never hints or suggests anything, but
unlades his stock of ideas in perfect
order and completeness. He brings his
total wealth into company, and gravely
unpacks it. His riches are always about
him. He never stoops to catch a glitter
ing something in your presence, to share
it with you, before he quite knows
whether it be true touch or not. You
cannot cry halves to anything that he
finds. He does not find, but bring. You
never witness his first apprehension of
a thing. His understanding is always at
its meridian — you never see the first
dawn, the early streaks. — He has no
falterings of self-suspicion. Surmises,
guesses, mi sgi vi ngs, half-intuitions,
semi-consciousnesses, partial illumina
tions, dim instincts, embryo conceptions,
have no place in his brain, or vocabu
lary. The twilight of dubiety never falls
upon him. Is he orthodox — he has no
doubts. Is he an infidel — he has none
either. Between the affirmative and the
negative there is no border-land with
him. You cannot hover with him upon
the confines of truth, or wander in the
maze of a probable argument. He al
ways keeps the path. You cannot make
excursions with him — for he sets you
right. His taste never fluctuates. His
morality never abates. He cannot com
promise, or understand middle actions.
There can be but a right and a wrong.
His conversation is as a book. His af
firmations have the sanctity of an oath.
You must speak upon the square with
him. He stops a metaphor like a sus
pected person in an enemy’s country.
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The custom of saying grace at meals
had, probably, its origin in the early
times of the world, and the hunter-state
of man, when dinners were precarious
things, and a full meal was something
more than a common blessing; when a
belly-ful was a windfall, and looked like
a special providence. In the shouts and
triumphal songs with which, after a
season of sharp abstinence, a lucky
booty of deer's or goat's flesh would
naturally be ushered home, existed, per
haps, the germ of the modern grace. It
is not otherwise easy to be understood,
why the blessing of food — the act of
eating — should have had a particular
expression of thanksgiving annexed to
it, distinct from that implied and silent
gratitude with which we are expected
to enter upon the enjoyment of the
many other various gifts and good
things of existence.
I own that I am disposed to say grace
upon twenty other occasions in the
course of the day besides my dinner.
I want a form for setting out upon a
pleasant walk, for a moonlight ramble,
for a friendly meeting, or a solved prob
lem. W hy have we none for books,
those spiritual repasts—a grace before
Milton—a grace before Shakespeare—
a devotional exercise proper to be said
before reading the Fairy Queen?
. . . . W hen I have sat at rich men’s
tables, with the savoury soup and mess
es steaming up the nostrils, and moisten
ing the lips of the guests with desire
and a distracted choice, I have felt the
introduction of that ceremony to be un
seasonable. . . . The very excess of the
provision beyond the needs, takes away
all sense of proportion between the end
and means. The giver is veiled by his
gifts. You are startled at the injustice
of returning thanks — for what? — for
having too much, while so many starve.
It is to praise the Gods amiss . . . .
I hear somebody exclaim, — Would
you have Christians sit down at table,
like hogs to their troughs, without re
membering the Giver: — no — I would
have them sit down as Christians, re
membering the Giver, and less like hogs.
Or if their appetites must run riot, and
they must pamper themselves with deli
cacies for which east and west are ran

sacked, I would have them postpone
their benediction to a fitter season, when
appetite is laid; when the still small
voice can be heard, and the reason of
the grace returns — with temperate diet
and restricted dishes. Gluttony and sur
feiting are no proper occasions for
Thanksgiving. . . . W e may be grate
V

fully sensible of the deliciousness of
some kinds of food beyond others,
though that is a meaner and inferior
gratitude: but the proper object of the
grace is sustenance, not relishes; daily
bread, not delicacies; the means of life,
and not the means of pampering the
carcass.
V

V

The most discouraging thing in life is the approach toward the unfinished end.
This perhaps more than any other thing prompts the hope in a hereafter or future
life.— V alidavar.

How It All Began

. . .

THE USE OF ALTARS
H E use of altars has always been intimately associated with religious
practices. Offerings by primitive man to beings thought to be Divine,
for the purpose of appeasing imagined wrath, or to obtain their blessings,
were at first placed on the idol or at its base on the ground. Such sacrifices
did not consist of food. However, with the later development of the con
cept of sacrifice as providing a meal or feast for the god, food was used
and placed upon a small pile of stones to elevate it above
the ground. These first and crude altars were intended
to keep the god's food from being contaminated by con
tact with the lowly ground upon which men and beasts
trod. The elevation of the altar also implied that man
had reached above the earth with his symbol of good
will to the gods, and they in turn were to reach down
to this intermediary plane, poised between heaven and
earth, to receive the sacrifice. Altars, how
ever, have not all been elevated. Some pre
tentious ones are level with the surface of the
ground, and others have actually been slight
ly depressed.

T
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To California - An Economical Vacation
THOUSANDS HAVE DISCOVERED THE BENEFITS OF A
SUMMER VACATION TO CALIFORNIA
By T h e C onvention Secretary
HROUGHOUT
the year we have
vi si t or s come to
see us at Rosicruci an Pa r k , and
those who stay a
week or a month
in this glorious
valley of Califor
nia always say to
us that they are
pleased and sur
prised at the eco
nomical conditions
that have been demonstrated to them
throughout their whole visit.
In the first place, many of these vis
itors come by automobile, and they say
that by getting free advice from the
various automobile associations, or by
studying maps issued by various gaso
line and oil companies, they have found
that there are two or three direct routes
across the United States that are safe
and pleasant for automobilists. and that
the driving is not too tedious or the
labor too hard, nor are the conditions
unpleasant. All along the course of
these principal automobile highways
there are auto camps, and auto hotels
that cater especially to tourists, and the
rates at these places are very reason
able, much more reasonable than our
regular hotels in large cities. The roads
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are always carefully marked and there
are a few detours and these are always
safe and well guarded. Even in the
winter season the average tourist does
not encounter more rains or storms in
going across the entire United States
than he would encounter in driving
around in his own state or city.
The constant variation in scenery,
foods, forms of amusement in the eve
ning, and so forth, make the tour one
continuous vacation. The average tour
ist from eastern states claims he has
crossed the whole of the country in from
five to seven days, according to how
leisurely he has driven. Those who
have wanted to make it in a shorter
time have been able to make the entire
journey in four days. W here two per
sons can drive, by alternating during
the day and the evening, the journey
can be shortened to not over five days
and made very pleasant. The consump
tion of gasoline and oil makes the entire
tour cheaper than one by railroad, or
the large cross-country buses. On the
other hand, the railroads offer special
rates in the form of tourist car accom
modations west of Chicago, which give
the tourist a lower railroad fare rate and
a lower rate for sleeping accommoda
tions and for meals. Y et these tourist
cars run just as rapidly and on the same
schedule as the more expensive first-

class Pullman cars. The Greyhound
buses and others that cross the country
offer another form of transportation
that is less than the railroad, but the
private automobile method is still more
economical.
Another thing that pleases all of
these tourists is the fact that as they
reach the western part of the United
States and get into western Nevada or
western Arizona, they begin to see a
great difference in the climate and in the
scenery, in flowers and shrubbery, in the
freshness of its fruits and vegetables,
and the reasonableness of prices. Many
of these tourists tell us that by living in
a small bungalow or auto camp and do
ing their own cooking, they find they
can live with an excellent quality of
food and plenty to eat for less money
than they can live at home. The great
variety of outdoor amusements and en
tertainment, the delightful scenery the
whole year round, the mild climate and
other inducements, make such a vaca
tion to California a wonderful pleasure
at any season of the year. But when the
summer months begin to exert their
tremendous heat and tropical rains back
in the eastern states, then is when Cali
fornia is most appealing. Here in the
Santa Clara Valley where we have no
rain from May to November, no light
ning at any time of the year, no thun
derstorms or windstorms during the
summer, a constant mildness of climate
with fairly warm daytime periods and
cool evenings, with a large variety of
fresh vegetables as well as fruits—here
is the place one may expect a very plea
sant vacation indeed. The rates at auto
camps and cottages are very reasonable,
and the hotels here in Central Califor
nia. while just as modern as any in the
eastern cities, are more reasonable, with
increased roominess and attractiveness.
Here in the Santa Clara Valley, fa
mous not only for its scenery but its
great quantities of fresh fruits and vege
tables. which are distributed throughout
the world, there are so many scenic at
T he
tractions for daytime sightseeing and so
Kosicrucian many forms of amusement in the eve
Digest
ning, that a week or two spent here in
May
the Santa Clara Valley is like a week or
two spent in Paris in the spring. And
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when you couple with all of this the
week spent here at Rosicrucian Park in
the very heart of the Santa Clara V al
ley, with all of our Convention meet
ings, the contact with hundreds of mem
bers of like minds, all of the special at
tractions which we arrange for the Con
vention delegates and members, you
have an ideal arrangement and an un
usual inducement to come to California
during the Convention week.
This coming summer the Convention
will be held from July 10 to July 16.
There will be morning and afternoon as
well as evening sessions, and many
forms of entertainment and instruction
along with many tours of sightseeing
with special guides. There are ample
facilities near Rosicrucian Park for room
and board or for stopping at economical
auto camps or hotels. Millions of per
sons living in the East have wanted to
visit California and spend a short time
enjoying its scenic and climatic beauties.
But when you know no one in California
and have no definite place to go to, it is
somewhat discouraging. But you have a
great mystical home to go to, and you
do have friends and acquaintances here
who will be glad to see you. and will
welcome you heartily. Very often wives
and husbands and children accompany
those who come here for the Convention
week, and although they are not mem
bers of the organization and cannot at
tend the actual Convention sessions,
there are other forms of and oppor
tunities for amusement and entertain
ment that can be enjoyed by those who
are not members, thus making their
visit to the Santa Clara Valley very en
joyable.
There is no place in America where
you can go from your home in the East
and enjoy so much pleasure in scenery,
climate, personal and social contact and
instruction, and real rest and enthusi
asm as you can by taking a trip to Cali
fornia during the Convention week in
the summer. You will find when you re
turn home that you have not spent any
more in actual money than you would
have spent at some seaside resort or
mountain resort and you will have en
joyed more freedom in dress and in oc( C on clu ded on P ag e 153)
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Who is Responsible for Them ?
By H arvey M iles , F . R . C ., Grand Treasurer
S W E meditate up
on the social and
economic structure
of our community,
the t h o u g h t of
those conf i ned
strikes our con
sciousness m o s t
forcibly. When we
use the word "con
fined,” we do not
mean only those
behind the prison
walls, but the in
mates of mental and psychopathic insti
tutions as well. Probably we should in
clude the unfortunates confined to hos
pital beds also.
I feel, however, that the prison ques
tion should interest all of us most, in asmuch as we are interested in the soul of
man as a whole and not just the indi
vidual personality or character who, be
cause of his lack of strength or knowl
edge as well as proper balance, commit
ted some crime against society and
found his way into the grip of its un
merciful methods of kill-or-cure de
velopment. This question should inter
est us because we are all to blame for
the great crime wave, whether we know
it or not. W e are all contributing to the
prisoner's confinement unless we are
working, either alone or with some or
ganization, attempting to better society
by becoming better acquainted with the
cause of the prisoner’s incarceration, and
are trying to eliminate the number of in
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mates by spreading L I G H T and
T R U T H in the community where we
reside.
You may be a little shocked when I
say, "W e are all to blame," but this is
due only to your lack of understanding
of the power of thought vibrations, as
well as your unconscious expressions,
such as "He should be severely pun
ished,” "He should be hanged.” "They
ought to whip him at the post,” "He
should be confined to solitary for life,”
or "They should burn him at the stake.”
All of these remarks, and hundreds of
other equally well-known quotations,
are expressed by millions of people
every hour of the day. These thoughts
are generated in the soul, emitted to the
ether through the mind, the aura, and
by pronunciation of sound vibrations.
Little does the average individual realize
what happens and what injury he does
by thinking ill of those who have fallen
(according to community regulations).
Little does one realize how much he per
petuates crime and torments the soul of
the prisoner by voluntarily or involun
tarily radiating these negative thought
vibrations.
In connection with the above is the
astounding realization that even those
who profess to be profound students of
thought vibrations, soul and mind, and
who claim to know the results of such
deliberate expressions, whether they be
audible or mental, go right on commit
ting the crime of perpetuating crime by
agitating the minds of the W E A K with

their destructive mental and psychic
thought vibrations. Would it not be bet
ter, when one has learned of the wrong
committed, to express the thought of
sorrow and forgiveness for the culprit,
realizing the misdeed was due to weak
ness, lack of education, spiritual growth,
and an understanding of economic or
social rights, as well as mental incompetance, and disease of the body result
ing in an unbalanced mind, rather than
hold contempt for him and thoughts of
hatred, which only aggravate the self
and make it more ferocious?
It seems to me that we fail to realize
that the one who slips and falls and
makes himself a beast and a tyrant is
made of the same material as those who
do their best to walk the straight and
narrow path, the difference being due to
proper and improper direction as well
as circumstances, environment, breed
ing. and culture. Of course, there are
innumerable other conditions which
cause the difference, but the ones men
tioned are fundamental.
As students of God and Nature, we
realize that the Soul of God has inter
penetrated all of our physical bodies and
that each human being is guided, di
rected, and inspired by the one God or
the one force, power, or soul which we
call God. The actions of every human
being are motivated by the inner feel
ings and impressions and emotions
which have their beginnings in the soul.
Knowing this O N EN ESS O F BEING,
realizing that we are all related by the
soul which pervades all things and in
fuses all men and women, with the un
derstanding that the power which
affects one indirectly affects all, how can
we continue to succumb to our negative,
destructive nature and express con
tempt, hatred, and scorn toward those in
dividual expressions of the O N E SO U L
O F GOD when they fall from the ac
cepted, righteous way of life because of
their natural moral and ethical delin
quency?
It appears to me that many students
of mysticism and philosophy and re
ligion are missing a very important point
The
in the study of God and man's rela
Rosicrucian
tionship to Him, as well as to their own
Digest
personal growth and spiritual develop
May
ment, when their reactions to the down
fall of a fellow-man are contemptuous.
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True, we are tempted to be vexed
when others violate our code of life and
the standards of our community, but
such violations serve as tests for our
own individual self, and as we meet the
test courageously and remain compas
sionate for the violator instead of radi
ating vibrations of hate and disdain for
him, we convert or transmute our emo
tions into love and understanding. Then,
let the soul expand and envelop the socalled culprit so that he may feel the
constructive vibrations of God and be
healed of his destructive nature and be
come attuned to the finer vibrations of
the soul of man. W hen we act in this
manner, we are working toward the upliftment of all mankind, we are helping
to create the Christ Consciousness in
the soul of the weak, we are beginning
to establish a universal brotherhood of
man, and we are lifting the misfits of
the earth plane to a realm of realization
that they may more successfully guide
and direct their own individual egos to
happiness and peace; and, instead of
"going the way of all flesh," they will
go the way of all spiritual life to Peace
Profound.
Now I ask, who or what is respon
sible for the incarcerated soul who failed
to comply with the standards of civic
society? It is easy enough for you to
shrug your shoulders and say, "W ell,
that is his karma; it has nothing to do
with me,” but do not forget that he is
a part of you, he is a segment of the
Soul of God and is linked to every other
human soul which is part of the Divine
Law. His karma has everything to do
with you if you are striving for O N E 
NESS O F BEING, and unity with
God. You are a part of all of the mis
fortune of the earth, whether you know
it or not, and until all crime, corruption,
sin and evil are obliterated from the
earth, you will be subjected to them, and
may also fall into the march of the lock
step. It is therefore your karmic duty
to humanity to do everything possible
to raise the consciousness of man
through your constructive thoughts if
not by your audible expression.
I wish to quote a short verse from
Marie Corelli’s book which I believe
will more clearly explain my point:
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strong to direct their emotional natures.
They are now in the care of men who
rule them with an iron hand and a mer
ciless will. When they return to society
they are generally worse than when
they first fell, due to their prison associ
ates as well as the ocean of vibrations
of hatred by which they are constantly
surrounded.
Can they work out their natural
karma under prison restrictions? Can
their souls expand and develop under
the guidance of prison officials, and if
not, are they retrogressing? W ho and
what is to blame for the sorrow brought
to thousands of mothers, fathers, wives
and children because of the need of
prison institutions? These are questions
for you to think about and try to solve
individually. This is not a plea in be
half of the wrong doer and the unman
ageable character who must be taken
care of by society, for we must have
some system of segregating the unlaw
ful from those who comply with law and
order, but it is a plea to those who are
trying to understand their fellow-man
and help him out of the pitfalls of life.
It is for those who study T H O U G H T
vibration and mind power, and I hope
that each one will concentrate on the
idea that to bring peace and content
ment to all we must express forgiveness
and compassion to the fallen and to
those who are struggling to regain their
places in the SUN.

"God said: I will create a world in the
air!'
Satan heard and answered: I, too, will
be there!'
God said: ‘I will make of man a crea
ture supreme!’
Satan answered: I will destroy Thy
splendid dream!’
God said: I will ordain that Thou
shalt no longer be!’
Satan answered: ‘Thou canst not, Lord,
for I am part of Thee!' ”
This beautifully brings to our realiza
tion the profound truth of our relation
ship to each other, whether we are good
or evil. She explains that God and Sa
tan are one and the same force, and the
manifestations of this force depend on
how it is directed. “Good” and "evil”
are different polarities of one power.
Man is the director of both polarities.
The Rosicrucian Order and the Great
W hite Brotherhood are the schools
which teach man the proper way to di
rect this force.
In the United States we have over
two hundred thousand convicts who
have misdirected this power, either
through ignorance of the laws of God,
or because they have met with circum
stances which thev could not control;
or, further still, they were born in such
environments that they had no oppor
tunity for spiritual guidance, and prob
ably had no father or mother sufficiently
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TO CALIFORNIA— AN ECONOMICAL VACATION
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tour so that you can come by way of
San Francisco and return by way of
Los Angeles and Hollywood or some
other route, write to our Convention
Chairman for suggestions. He will be
glad to help you if you address him care
of AM ORC Temple, Rosicrucian Park,
San Jose, California. But remember, a
really personal welcome awaits you and
your family here in this western world
of beauty and amusement.

M

cupation and more enjoyment and plea
sure than you would at any summer
resort.
So why not make your plans now for
you and your family to journey west
ward to California by the most econom
ical method, and enjoy the thrill of see
ing this great western empire of sur
prises and delight, and benefit by the
Convention sessions as well? If you
want any assistance in planning your

)

(C on clu ded from P ag e 150)

TOW ARD MASTERSHIP
By C ecil A. P oole, F. R. C.
E H E A R a great
deal in any phase
of our lives today
about accomplish
ments. W e hear in
the field of meta
p h y s i c s about
mastership. How
ever, we seldom
hear, anywhere, as
much as we should
about the process
to be used or the
path that is to be
traveled before mastership, accomplish
ment, fame, success, and honor may be
come realities. If one thinks back over
a period of years and remembers the
number of individuals who have become
heroes or heroines, it seems that they
break into public acclaim very suddenly
and were not heard of by a great many
people previous to the time of their
recognition by the public; particularly is
this true in the fields of science, inven
tion and worthwhile accomplishments.
A careful analysis of the past lives of
these individuals, who have gained cer
tain accomplishments, would reveal
The
years of study, work, disappointment,
•
■ and striving toward the attainment of
ostcruct rt
goals which they eventually reached.
Lftgest
jn practically all the groups and orM ay
ganizations which function today for
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the purpose of bringing man into a

fuller realization of his purposes, aims,
and his connection •with the higher
forces of the universe, we hear only of
the end in view. Many churches em
phasize as of paramount importance the
theme of salvation; they have apparent
ly no greater attainment to offer to man
kind, and yet they do not usually at
tempt to outline systematically and de
velop a process which will lead to sal
vation and really help man to attain this
ideal state. Modern movements and or
ganizations hold up the principle of
health and long life, and yet. upon care
ful analysis of their teachings, their
scheme or process of attaining these
things is evidently not very carefully
planned and worked out in advance.
Their ideal or aim is good, but again we
find little to help the seeker in attaining
the eventual ideal.
Mastership is another thing toward
which we all strive as a goal, but the at
tempt which we make should be the
thing with which we are concerned
right now rather than the state of
mastership itself. This condition which
exists now is the process by which
mastership can be obtained. The great
things of the world are accomplished in
the realm of everyday effort; this is also
true of mastership. That which is com
monplace, which is considered routine,
and which has very little glamour to at
tract the attention of the world, is
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nevertheless the working ground, or we
might say the stage of development,
which brings about eventual accomplish
ment. There is no great glory in the
digging of a ditch; but until the ditch is
dug and the proper foundation laid in
it, a great structure to be built on this
foundation cannot bring to man the
benefits of its purpose.
W e are taught in the early degrees of
the Order that there is no condition
which should be looked upon definitely
as good or evil—that we are simply see
ing a positive or negative expression —
that good is usually the result of a
knowledge of something that is in ac
cord with universal law, and evil is the
result of the lack of that knowledge. It
is pointed out that there are not good
and bad men and women, but merely
different individuals—different in knowl
edge and perception and comprehension
of life. The same holds true in worthy
enterprises. The president of a great
corporation is important to its activities:
but the individual who does the most
menial labor is, considering the effective
functioning of the whole, equally as im
portant as the president. One cannot
function without the other. He who will
not accept this fact simply brings dis
content and misery to himself. It is no
crime— it is no moral shame—when it
becomes necessary for any of us to get
out and do a good hard day’s work. All
of us have probably done it. W e will
find that many who have reached the
highest success in life have had at some
time in their lives to dig ditches, pick
fruit, or support themselves by doing
some similar kind of so-called common
labor.
All this is brought to your attention
to point out that it is not the glamorous
things in life which are the only parts
of our existence that are important: life
is important, and that means every
phase of it. While every sincere stu
dent, of course, desires the attainment
of the state of mastership, the struggling
on the path — those unglamourous ef
forts to attain this state—are also very
important, and they should be consider
ed very important by us right at this
time in the stage of our development
which we have reached in this, our
present life.
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W e might ask, "W h at path shall we
take?" W e find, regretfully, that there
are apparently many choices. W e hear
a simple process announced from the
stage, or read from a pamphlet, by one
who represents himself as a great mys
tic, or an individual who has suddenly
been infused with mastership—due to
the consent and aid of some of the great
Masters of the past, who have suddenly
decided to leave the Cosmic scheme of
things to take care of itself, while they
descended and picked out this mortal
man to be their representative on earth.
And then, upon their ascension, this in
dividual goes out to take his message to
the world that the ascended Masters
have visited him and given him author
ity to offer mastership and salvation and
every attainment to every man who will
voluntarily give to the collection plate
as it is passed around, or buy the books
which are necessary to indicate the
method of contacting these Masters.
Most thinking persons will realize the
ridiculousness and, in fact ,the absolute
blasphemy of the pure principles of the
Cosmic, as expressed by these in
dividuals.
As the Imperator in an article in a
recent number of "The Rosicrucian Di
gest," so ably pointed out; in America
particularly there seem to be offered
many paths toward mastership, a num
ber of which are merely the attempt of
one individual to exploit the highest
aims and aspiration of another.
The comments just made, and the
article referred to, are not necessarily
for the purpose of criticizing the meth
ods or purposes of other individuals or
groups. They are made for the purpose
of indicating to the individual who is
sincerely striving toward mastership,
that many of the ways, many of the
paths that are apparently available are
not practical, or at least do not lead to
a practical end.
All groups, individuals, or organiza
tions which have to appeal to the emo
tional nature of the individual before
they can appeal to the reason, are sure
ly not offering a balanced course of
study. The human being is capable not
only of reacting from his emotional
nature, but is capable of analyzing all

paths before him and determining which
is most fitted for him to follow.
The best path is many times the least
elaborate, but nevertheless in many
cases it has the foundation. To work
toward Mastership is to follow estab
lished laws and proven principles that
have been tested and proved by many
individuals over a long period of time.
The apparent inspiration of the mo
ment, on the part of an individual,
should always be carefully investigated
because it may prove only the individ
ual’s imagination or personal intent to
use the banner of Mastership to attract
attention to himself for personal fame
and gain.
It is difficult for us to comment, and
in fact to offer a great deal of advice,
upon this path which we have selected
for the very reasons previously men
tioned—that is, the lack of glamour and
the hard work connected with this ac
complishment. Successful effort should
be made, not only because of favorable
conditions, but rather in spite of un
favorable conditions; trials and difficul
ties should be a challenge to accomplish
ment. W e frequently hear a student
state that if only he could have a sanc
tum prepared in a certain way, in abso
lute privacy, and the time to give to his
studies, he could accomplish much.
Theoretically this is true, but in practice
it has proved absolutely false. The
greatest Masters of the past did not
have sanctums with easy chairs, did not
have the privacy that they needed; in
fact, throughout the lives of any of the
great mystics, we can find records of the
interruptions and trials which they had
to face in attempting to carry on their
work. Any student who is waiting for
completely favorable conditions under
which to study never will attain the
state of mastership which he desires.
Those who accomplish, those who pro
ceed on the path toward accomplishment
and mastership, are those who work re
gardless of conditions. Many mystics
have never had a sanctum, and many
The
modern potential mystics, many individR osicru cian uals who are members of this organizaD ig est
tion, have to do their studying within a
M ay
short distance from the equivalent of a
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boiler factory, which is anything but

conducive to concentration and medita
tion. But the very effort that is con
sciously put forth to overcom e these
difficulties is an important fo rce to carry
these individuals on the path much more
effectively than many who have more
favorable circumstances under which to
work.
This path, then, which we travel is
mainly one of study and attempts to
apply that which we learn. Study, in
itself is like labor—in fact, it is labor—
and not a form of amusement; but it
can, nevertheless be made interesting to
us if we strive to realize the full pos
sibilities of its applications. It is very
interesting to any teacher who has
taught in the primary grades to see how
eagerly a child will grasp some of the
first fundamentals of reading. The a
bility to recognize a word or a letter is
a great step in the child’s life, and the
realization that he has control — al
though very slight—over a thing which
previously was entirely unknown to him,
gives him a great sense of satisfaction:
and often this sense of pride and satis
faction can be used as a flame of en
thusiasm to be fanned by the careful
teacher toward further effort. The same
is true in studies with adults. Even a
small realization of some of the funda
mental principles of our studies should
be greeted by the individual as a part of
his ultimate accomplishment and. even
though small, should be treasured as
though it were a thing of great value.
Those, then, who strive toward ac
complishment must recognize the fact
that such a state of accomplishment lies
in the future, and that what exists now
is the process. This process exists in the
present, and toward the present we
must set our faces and determine that if
we are going to reap the harvest of suc
cess and attainment in the future we
must plant and cultivate those things
which will develop into the state and
opportunities which we desire. Develop
ment of an evolutionary nature such as
this is the law of the Cosmic. There is
no other way. Mastership, then, does
not lie in the glamour of another in
dividual’s attainment, but in the knowl
edge which we are being given to apply
for ourselves.
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T H E H IS T O R Y O F M E X IC O
The above is the central portion of the very large wall mural in the National Palace in Mexico City.
It depicts Mexican national life from the early conquest by the Spaniards, who are seen in the lower por
tion. to the administrations by recent presidents who appear at the top of the mural. The work is a
magnificent example of mural art and is one of many by the famous, internationally known mural artist,
Diego Rivera, who is also a member of the Rosicrucian Order. AMORC. Within the AMORC Grand
Lodge in Mexico, are seen works executed by him for the Rosicrucian Order in his country. Although
an ardent supporter of bis country, Diego Rivera is an internationalist in spirit.
(C ou rtesy o f T h e R osicru cian D igest.)

Lemuria, the Mystery Continent!
In the depths of the Pacific, shrouded in darkness, lies a vast continent. Where once
great edifices reached skyward and multitudes went their way is now naught but the
ceaseless motion of the sea. Centuries before the early men of Europe or Africa found
the glorious spark of fire or shaped stones into crude implements, the Lemurians had a t
tained an exalted culture. They had wrested from nature her proudest secrets. Then nature
reclaimed her power. With a tremendous convulsion she plunged the civilization of demi
gods beneath the leveling waters. Again she reigned supreme, the victor over man’s great
est efforts. Has the learning of this early civilization been completely lost? Was their
strange knowledge submerged with the land upon which they dwelt? Whence came these
people ? And were they all destroyed ? Science today is proving the physical existence of
the continent, and down through the ages there has come the tale of a strange people
who live today and have preserved the mystical knowledge of Lemuria.

Alive Today?
Majestic Mount Shasta, crowned with eternal snow and surveying
the great Pacific, harbors strange clues of an unknown people. Tra
dition and fact unite to tell a weird saga of a tribe reputed to be the
descendants of lost Lemuria, who fled to safety, and who dwell in the
mountain fastness of Mt. Shasta. What are their mystical practices?
Do they account for the eerie lights seen far upward toward the sum
mit? Do they practice rituals which had their inception centuries ago?
Why are they cloistered from the world ? Are they masters of nature’s
laws not yet known to men of today? No other book so thoroughly ex
plains the scientific, mystical, and spiritual achievements of the ancient
Lemurians and the remnant of their descendants existing today as does
this one. This book is a gift supreme, either to another or to yourself. It
is complete with all necessary maps, tables, charts, and strange symbols.
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each F r id a y night. 7:30 p. m.. Lo d ge room . T u twildcr Hotel. Mr. E d g a r D. F in ch , Mas te r. 1129
S. 16th Ave„ o r C. C. Be rry . S e c r e ta r y , 721 S. 85th
Street.

Bo st on :
T h e Marie Clem en s Lodge. W a l t e r F i t c h . S e c r e 
tary . Temple and R e a d in g R o o m s , 739 B o y 1st on
St. T eleph one K e n m o re 9398.
MICHIGAN

C A LIFO RN IA

L on A n g e l e s :

Detroit:

Her m es Lodge, AMORC T em ple.
Mr. L o r e n z
Er nst, Master. R e a d in g room and I n q u ir y office
open daily exc ep t S u n d a y s : 11 a m, to 5 p. m.
and 6 to 8 p. m . : S a t u rd a y s , 12 noon to -1 p. m.
MS No. G r am e rey Pla ce.
*

T h e b e s C hap te r No. 336. Mrs. P earl Anna Tifft,
M aste r; Mr. E r n e s t Cheyne. S e c r e ta r y . Meetings
at the D etroit F e derati on of Women s Clubs, 4811
2nd Avenue, ev ery T u e s d a y , 8 p. m.
I n q u ir ers
call dial phone Town sen d 6-2967.

San F r a n c i s c o :
F r a n c i s Bacon Lodge, 1655 Pulk S t . : Mr. E l m e r
Le e Brown. M as te r.
Mystical co nv ocations for
all m em b ers every 2nd and 4th Monday. 8 p. m.
Office and re a d in g room open T u e s d a y , W e d n e s 
day and F r id a y , 7 to 9 p. hi.

C O LO RA no
Denver:
C hapter Master, Mr. W a l t e r T a y l o r , 944 St. Pau l
Street.
D I S T R I C T O F COL UMBIA
T h o m a s Je ffe r so n Ch apter. Mrs. Nellie G. Hardy.
Master.
Meetings C on fe d er ate Memorial Hall.
1322 V er mont Ave. N. W.. every F r i d a y evening,
8:00 p. m. S e c r e ta r y , Mrs. E v elyn P a x to n , 5357
Broad B r a n c h Rd.. N. W,

MISSOURI

St. Luuia:
St. Lo u is Chapter. D ouglas M. B r y d e n . Master.
Melbour ne Hotel, Gr and Avenue and Lindell
Blvd. Meetings first and thi rd T u e s d a y o f each
month. 8 p. in,
N EW

JE R S E Y

Newark :

H. Spenc er Le w is Chapte r. J o h n W ied erk e h r .
Master. Meet ing ev ery Monday, 8 : 1 5 p. in., 37
W ash ing to n St.
N EW

YORK

Buffalo:

Ch apter Master. Mr. How ard Pascoe, 93 C atherine
S t re e t, H o m e l l , New York.

F L O R ID A
M iam i:

Chapte r Master, Mr. Clyde E. H olland , Rt. 3, Box
439-C, L it tle R iv e r St ati on , Miami.
ILLINOIS
Chicago:

Ch icago C hapter No. 9. F r e d D . Wed ge, M a ste r;
Mrs. Su e L i s t e r W ast lu nd . S e c r e ta r y . T elep h one
Randolph 9848. R e a d in g R o o m open aft er n oon s
and evenings , Su nd ays 2 to 5 on ly. Lakeview
B l d g ., 116 S. Michigan Ave., R o o m s 408-9-10. L e c 
ture sess ions fo r A L L m e m b e rs ev ery T u esd ay
night. 8 p. m.
Chicago (C olo red ) C h ap te r No, 10.
Mrs. Lulu
Ford , M as te r; Mr. R o b e r t S. B rec ken ri d ge, S e c 
re tary . Teleph one s, D rexe l 4267 and Hyde P a r k
5776. M eeting s e v ery F r id a y n ig h t a t 8 o ’clock,
12 W. Garfield Blv d.. Hall R.

New York C i ty :
New York Chapte r, 250 W. 57th St. Mr. Jo se p h
Weed, M a ste r; M arth a L. Mullins, S e c r e ta r y . I n 
quiry and read in g rooms open week days and
Su nd ays, 1 to 8 p. m.
B o o k e r T . W a sh in g to n Chapte r.
Dr. Ho race I.
H a m lett , Master, 491 Classon Avenue, B r o o k l y n ;
Ida F. Jo h n s o n , S e c r e t a r y , 286 McDonoug h St..
B r o o k ly n .
Mee ting s every second and fourth
Sund ay at 8 n. m., Y. M. C. A. Chapel. 181 W.
135th S tree t. I n q u ir ers c a l l : P r o s p e c t 9-1079.
OHIO
T o led o :

Ch apter Maste r. Mr, R alph E. Graha m , 1318 E l e a 
n or Avenue.

( D i r e c to r y Contin ued on Ne xt P a g e )

OREGON

Reading:

Purlland :

P o r tl a n d R o s e C h apte r m eets ev ery T h u rsd a y .
8:00 p. m. at 7 H S. W 11th Ave. R ob ert G. Stone.
Master. 1126 S. E. 50th Ave. In f o rm a ti o n by a p 
po in tm en t week d a y s 0 to 5 a t 405 Orpheum B ld g .

R e a d in g Ch apte r. Mr. R. K . Gumpf. M a s t e r : Mr.
L in c o ln St e i g e r w a l t, S e c r e ta r y .
M eeting ev ery
1st and 3rd F r i d a y , 8:00 p. m.. W a sh in g to n H all.
9U1 W a s h i n g to n S tree t.
WAS HINGTON
Seattle:

PENNSYLVANIA

AM ORC Ch apte r 586. Mr. C. R . Cleav er. M ast er:
Mr. Geo. P e te r s o n , S e c r e t a r y .
311-14 Lowmaii
Bld g . b et wee n l 3t and 2nd Avea . on C h e rr y St,
R e a d in g room open we ek day s 11 a. m. to 4:30
p. m. V isito rs welcome. C h ap te r m eeting s each
Monday. 8:00 p. m.

Philadelphia :

B e n j a m in F r a n k lj n C h a p te r o f A M O R C : Mr.
Daniel K. Be tt s. Master. M ee tin gs fo r all mem
bers ev ery second and fo u rth Sund ay. 7 :2 0 p. m.
at 1S21 R a n stead S i.
Pittsburg:

Penn. F i r s t Lo d ge
Arch Stre et.

Mar y S. Green. M a ste r: 610

WISCONSIN
M ilw au kee:
Milwaukee Ch apte r. M r. F r e d C. B o n d . M a s t e r ;
Miss El len Brown. S e c r e t a r y . M ee ting s every
Monday at 8 p. m. at 3431 W, Lisb o n Avenue.

Principal Canadian Branches and Foreign Jurisdictions
T h e ad d re s ses of o th e r foreign Gr and Lod ges , o r th e name s an d a d d res ses of t h e i r re p rese n tati v e s will
be given upon request,
CANADA
E d m on ton , A lb er ta:

DUTCH and EA ST I N D I E S
J a v a *.
Dr. W. T h . van St o k k u m , Grand M a s t e r ; W , J
Viaser. S e c r e t a r y - General.
K a r a n g te m p e l
10
Se m ar an g .

Mr. T . Go ss, Mas te r, 9533 J a s p e r Ave. E.
T o ro n to , O n ta r io :

ENGL AND
T h e AM ORC Gr and Lo d ge of G r e a t B r ita in . Mr.
R aym un d Andrea. F . R. C., Grand Master. 34
B a y w a t e r Ave . W e st b ury P a r k , B r isto l 6.

Mr. E. Ch arito n , Master.
Se ssio n s 1st and 3rd
S u n d a y s o f the month. 7 :0 0 p. m .. No, 10 L an sduwne Avenue.
Vancouver,

British

Columbia:

C an ad ia n Grand Lodge. AMORC. Mr. E. A. B u r 
nett. M a s t e r ; Miss M ab ylee Deacon. S e c r e ta r y ,
AMOR C T em ple, 878 H o r n b y Stre et.
Victoria, British Columbia:
V ict ori a Lod ge . Mr. George A. Melville. Master.
I n q u ir y Office and R e a d in g Room . 725 C ou rtney
Stre et. L i b r a ri a n . Mr. C. C. Bir d. P hon e G3757
Winnip eg, Manitoba:
C h a rles D a n a Dean Ch apter, 204 K e n sin g t o n
Bldg.
J o h n Mearu. Mas te r. 639 V a lo u r Road.
Se s s i o n s fo r all m e m b e rs on T u e s d a y at 7:45
p. m, from May th ro u g h S e p te m b e r .
O the r
m o n t h s at 2 : 4 5 p.'m . on Su nd ays.

EGYPT
C airo:
Cairo In f o rm a ti o n Bureau de la R ose Croix,
Sa p p or ta . S e c r e t a r y , 27 R ue Salim on Pach a.

J.

Heliopolis:
T h e Grand O r ie n t of AMORC. House of the T e m 
ple. M . A. R am ayve li m . F R. C.. Grand S e c r e 
t a r y . 26. Avenue Is m ali a.
FR AN CK
Dr. H a n s Gr u te r, G r and M a s te r . M ile . J e a n n e
Guesdon, S e c r e t a r y . 56 R u e G a m b e t ta , Villen eu ve
S a i n t G e o r g e s i S e i n e & Oise).
HOLLAND
Amsterdam :

De R o z e k r u i s e r s Orde; Groot Lo d ge der Ned erlanden. J . Coops. Gr. Se ct., H u n zes tr aat 141.

AFRICA
Accra :

T h e Grand L o d g e of the Gold Coast. AMORCMr. 'William Okai, Grand Master. P . O. B o x 424
Accra. Gold Co ast. W e st Africa.
CHIN A
Shanghai :

N E W Z EA LAN D
Auckland :
Auckland Ch apte r, AMORC. Mr. J . O. Ander son .
Maste r, 317 V i c t o r i a A rc ad e B ld g ., Sh ort land St.
SW ED EN

T h e Un ited Gr and L o d g e o f China.
513. S h a n g h a i, China.

P . O. B o x

DENMARK
Copenhagen:

T h e A M O R C Gran d Lodge of D en m ark. Mr.
A rth u r S u nd st rup. Grand M a ste r: Carli A n d e r 
sen, S. R. C.. Grand S e c r e t a r y .
M an oga de 13th
St ra nd.

Grand Lo d g e 'R o s e n k o r s e t . Anton Sv anlund ,
F. R- C., Grand Master.
J e r u s a l e m s g a t a n . fi
Maimo.
SW ITZERLAN D
AM OR C, Grand Ludge, 21 Ave. Dapples, L a u 
s a n n e ; Dr. Ed. B e r th o l e t . F. R. C-. Grand Master.
6 Blvd.
Ch am b la n des, P u l l y - L a u s a n n e ; P i e r r e
Gen illard. Grand Se cty., Su rlac B, Mont Choisi,
L au sa n ne

Spanish-American Division
Armando

Font

De

La

,lara.

F. R . C., D epu ty

D ir ec t in q u iries r e g a rd in g this division to
P a rk . San J o s e . California. U. S. A.

JU N IO R

the

Grand

M aster;

Cecil

A.

Poole,

F . R . C.,

S e cy .

S e c r e t a r y of the Sp an ish -A m eric an Division.

O R D E R

OF

TORCH

General

R osicr uc ia n

BE A R E R S

A children s org an iza tio n sp onsored b y the A M O R C .
F o r complete info rm at ion as to its aim s and ben ef it s, add re s s S e c r e t a r y Ge ner al, J u n i o r Order. R oslcru
cian P a r k . San J o s e . California.
THE
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T H E IM P E R A T O R ’S SA N CTU M
When away from the exacting demands of a world-wide correspondence, and free from the literary bur
dens which his office imposes on him, Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, the Imperator of the Rosicrucian Order for
North and South America, finds peace and inspiration in his periods of meditation before this simple, sym
bolic altar. Located in his home study, it includes artistic symbolic objects of the principal systems of
mystical thought throughout the world.
( C ourtesy o f T he R osicrucian D ig e st.)
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Fear
B lo ck Y o u r
Way?
D

OES the unknown futuri stand before
you like ,i dread specter? Do the uncertainties
of tomorrow bewilder you? Has the tear of new
trials and tests halted you in your tracks, kept you
from reaching the mountain top of your hopes? Fear
is a subconscious feeling of helplessness that comes from
the ebbing of confidence. Each time you fail to master a
problem of life, and your self-reliance is shaken, fear gains
a stronger grip upon your mind. Stop looking to left and right
for a word, a hand, or a mysterious influence to push you to the
top. You can renew your confidence and litt the leaden weight from
your heart if you let the Rosicrucians help you.
The Rosicrucians can bring about a transformation of your think
ing, instil within you new hope and inspiration, not by so m e magical
process or strange method but by intelligently directing the applica
tion of your mental powers and developing your will and intuition.

SECU RE T H IS FREE SEA LED BOOK
We have nothing to offer to those who have resigned
themselves to Fate, who are satisfied to drift, or who are
just seeking a job. Ours is a message ol startling helpful
ness to the ambitious man and woman who seek a life
beyond the commonplace, to whom life means happiness,
knowledge, and personal power.
To those willing to prepare themselves, willing to read,
think, and use the power of thought, a hook ol unusual im
portance explaining what the Rosicrucians can do is offered
without cost or obligation. It you arc not satisfied with
your fife, and are witling to bring changes into it by he'
ginning with yourself first, use the coupon opposite, today.
{ The Ro.sicrudam- a r t NOT a religious organization.)

The ROSICRUCIANS
{ A M O R C 3
S.in Jose, California
USE T H IS G IFT COUPON
SC R IBE S. P. C.
The Rosicrucians lA M O R C )
Rusicrucian Park, San .lose, California
Gentlemen:
I am desirous of receiving the Sealed
Book offered, which will tell me how I
may acquire the unusual knowledge posse.sscd by the Rosicrucians.
I under
stand it wdl he sent to me without cost
or obligation.
Name....................................................................
Address.

